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aciA The Race To
FE, FRANKFORT

Fletcher not
focused on
party lines

ERIC WALKER Ledger & Times photo

COLOR GUARD ... Noting the service of the, from left, U.S. Marines. Navy, Air Force, Army and Coast Guard, were servicemen
and flags bearing the seals of each branch of the U.S. Armed Forces. The presentation was made at Sunday's "America: May
Home Sweet Home- performance at First Baptist Church here.

Tennessee woman killed in Saturday accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Tennessee woman was killed in a two-vehicle accident just outside Calloway County in
Henry County, Tenn., Saturday afternoon.
According to a preliminary report from the

Tennessee Highway Patrol, Elizabeth K. Seal, 22,
Murray, was driving a 1998 Chevrolet Lumina
south on—Tennessee State Route 119, one-half
mile outside of Calloway County, when she
reportedly lost control of her vehicle.
Seal's vehicle spun sideways and its passenger

side collided with a northbound 1999 Jeep
Cherokee, driven by Sally Clinard, 65, Big Rock,
Tenn.
Clinard's vehicle overturned following the

•See Page 2 •

By ERIC WALKER
ruled ineligiManaging Editor
ble to run due
People, not politics, is what Ernie to issues with
Fletcher is banking on as the race his Virginia
for Kentucky governor heads residency] as
towards its November fmish line.
well as a
The Republican nominee, who Kentucky
was in Murray Saturday night for a Supreme
support rally at the home of Drs. Court ruling
Robert and Joyce Hughes, said he that kept his
would stress just that to voters as he name on balprepares to face Democratic chal- lots
after
lenger Ben Chandler in the general picking up attorney Steve Pence as
election.
his new running mate.
"People are not focused on parNow with a renewed momentum,
ties" in the general election, he said. Fletcher is taking issues, especially
And as a U.S. Congressman, he's health care, to Kentucky voters.
proven to be able to cross those
A doctor himself, Fletcher said
lines.
he has focused on health care in
Fletcher hails from Kentucky's Washington and has worked with
6th District, which boasts only 28 President George W. Bush on that
percent as registered Republicans. issue. Today, Fletcher announced a
Now he has backing his campaign new initiative aimed at medical malDemocratic Franklin County Judge- practice reform to help struggling
Executive Teresa Barton. Franklin hospitals and physician practices.
County is not a hot bed of
He noted Saturday that one eastRepublicans, with only a 20 percent ern Kentucky hospital has closed its
delivery room due to medical malregistered GOP population.
Fletcher claimed the Republican practice insurance costs, thus limitnomination in May with the primary ing care women in that area need.
win over Rebecca Jackson, former
"We need to have a comprehenjudge-executive from Jefferson sive plan," Fletcher said.
County whose running mate was
His efforts regarding family
Murray
businessman
Robbie farms, small business and the selfRudolph; State Rep. Steve Nunn; employed resulted in a recently
and State Sen. Virgil Moore.
passed House bill that would proHe also had to fend off legal vide those groups the chance to join
attacks by Nunn that forced a together for more affordable health
change of his choice for lieutenant
governor picks [Hunter Bates was II See Page 2

Concerns voiced about pros, cons
of anti-pornography Internet filters

Sun
-nFun

By TAB1THA ARMSTRONG
its
computers.
The
library
Staff Writer
Two of the eight
has few problems
I am afraid the
Last Monday's Supreme Court public-access,
with
patrons
ruling that U.S. public libraries must Internet-capable potential exists for sites viewing
OF
run anti-porn filters on their com- computers in the
searching
for
puters to continue to receive federal public
library to be blocked that might pornographic
funds gave several local librarians already host anti- otherwise need to be
material on its
an opportunity to voice the opinions porn software, and
computers,
they've already formed on the issue. Graves said it's accessible.
Graves said. "All
Some believe computer users satisfactory, but
of our computer
who "bump into anti-porn filters proves problemat— Ben Graves screens point out
while investigating topics like breast ic in some cases.
Calloway County Public into the room —
cancer and date rape can blame the
"I am afraid the
not back into the
Library director regarding corner, not back
U.S. Supreme Court and the potential exists for
Children's Internet Protection Act sites to be blocked
sites, such as those geared against the wall.
for inhibiting their research, while that might othertoward women's health Using a computer
here is a public
others advocate the filters because wise need to be
they work to protect children.
accessible," he said, adding that act," he said.
"We are against pornography, women's health sites seem to be
"By far, the largest proportion of
and it doesn't bother us to limit, to overfiltered, while actual porn sites our users do not search for pornography." He said in the three or four
strain out, access to sites that we are sometimes slip through the filter.
comfortable saying [are] obviously
In addition, the library's filter years the library has had Internet
pornographic," said Calloway does not stop offensive images on computers, they've only had to
County Public Library director Ben pop-up windows from making their instruct people to stop looking at
Graves. "That's not the problem. way onto the screen. "That's where offensive material about half a
Where the difficulty comes in is a lot of the problem comes from. dozen times.
In sum, Graves said, "I would be
with the method of straining."
You get an unwanted pop-up,"
just as happy running it the way we
Though changes probably won't Graves said.
take effect for a year, the public
He added that even before last do." But he added that the changes
library will have to add the some- Monday's ruling, the library was in implemented will probably be
times-clumsy filters to its public- the process of loading anti-pop-up
access computers, and maybe all of software on its computers.
•See Page 2
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ERIC
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LOOK BEFORE
YOU LEAP ...
Twenty-threemonth -old
Hannah
Madden looks
cautious as she
navigates the
playground
equipment during Saturday's
Family Day in
the Park event
as
part
of
Freedom Fest.
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Clues sought in porch collapse

FirePoliceLog
Murray Fire Department
• Three trucks and 10 firefighters responded to a smoke alarm
Saturday at 5:42 p.m. at 404 N. 17th St. Upon arrival, the occupant of
the residence was grilling out, and no action was taken.
• Two trucks and five firefighters responded Saturday just after 8 p.m.
to a report of an elevator being stuck in the Regional Special Events
Center. Ten people were stranded on the elevator, which was stuck just
below the building's second floor. Firefighters stood by while Murray
State University maintenance personnel disable the elevator car and
gained entry through its top hatch. Firefighters then used a ladder to free
the victims.
• One truck and two firefighters performed an elevator rescue at
MSU's Alexander Hall Sunday at 12:07 p.m. A key was used to open the
elevator and free the person trapped inside
Murray Police Department
• Edwina Renee Hargrove, 24, Murray. was arrested Friday on a
grand jury indictment for first-degree conspiracy to traffic a controlled
substance. She was released from the Calloway County Jail on $10,000
cash bond.
• Michael Thomas, 43, Murray, was arrested Friday and charged with
first-degree burglary and fourth-degree assault. He is currently lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on $2,750 cash bond.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Wingo man killed on U.S. 45
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Wingo man was killed in a
one-vehicle accident on U.S. 45
Saturday evening.
According to the Kentucky State
Police, Terry K. Banks, 41, Wingo,
was driving south on U.S. 45 when
he lost control of his 1991 Ford
Mustang and struck a bridge. He
attempted to regain control of the
vehicle, ran off the west side of the
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roadway and came to a final rest
after striking a tree.
A passenger in the vehicle, 33year-old Tonja Madding of Fulton,
was partially ejected from the vehicle and was critically injured. She
was transported to Fulton Regional
Hospital by Mayfield-Graves
County EMS.
Banks was pronounced dead at
the scene by the Graves County
coroner.

CHICAGO(AP) — For Simon Rasin and other partygoers crammed onto a third-floor porch on Chicago's
North Side, there was no warning when the floor caved
in, sending dozens of people hurtling down in an avalanche of wooden planks.
"I fell through both the second and the first floor
decks into the basement area in just a pile of bodies,"
said Rasin, a University of Chicago law student whose
friend, Henry Wischerath, was one of the 12 irrlled. At
least 57 others were injured, some critically.
As authorities searched for clues into the early
Sunday tragedy in an affluent Chicago neighborhood,
survivors described a harrowing scene: bodies stacked
upon bodies, trapped under rubble, some victims moaning for help.
"There were people covering me. It was pitch black
and people were yelling, 'I'm dying.' I was assuming I
was going to die," said Natalie Brougham, 22. "I guess
I got lucky and only had two or three people on top of

me."
By Sunday evening, workers had torn the porch
down. Lumber and red plastic cups littered the alley
behind the building.
A structural engineer conducted a preliminary examination and determined that the porch was sound, said
City Building Commissioner Norma Reyes. She said the
city was unable to find a construction permit for the
porch, which was built in 1998.
Officials found permits for other repairs at the building that year, but Reyes said it was unclear whether the
porch exceeded the.scope of those documents.
'Thus far, there is no evidence of any criminal activity whatsoever," Police Superintendent Terry Hillard
said.
As many as 50 people, most of them in their early
20s, had squeezed onto the apartment porch for a party
in the Lincoln Park neighborhood when the floor fell at
about 12:30 a.m. Sunday.

T.S. Bill prompts coastal warnings
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — 34 homes less than two weeks ago,
Tropical Storm Bill gained pace as it authorities spent Sunday readying
churned toward the Gulf Coast, flood water rescue equipment such
causing emergency officials across as high-clearance vehicles and
an already saturated south Louisiana watercrafts.
to brace for the prospect of flooding.4 "We're making sure everything is
Forecasters at the National ftfeled up and staged at strategic
Hurricane Center in Miami issued a points in the parish so we can deal
hurricane watch for the Louisiana with the rain," said Iberia Parish
coast. The storm was producing Sheriff Sid Hebert. "We're already
winds of about 50 mph but forecast- dealing with ground conditions
ers said winds could speed up to 74 more saturated than we're used to
mph by the time Bill made landfall for this time of year. ... That's our
concern, not so much the wind."
today, predicted at about 7 p.m.
In New Orleans, Emergency
In the New Iberia area, where 10
1/2 inches of rainfall flooded about Preparedness Director Larry Tuiller

•Libraries...
From Front

TABITHA ARMSTRONG/Ledger &
Times photo
NET RESULTS ... The majority
of computer users at libraries
use
the
resources for
research purposes.

minor."There are a large number of
arguments both ways. Functionally,
it's not going to make much of a difference to us," Graves added.
Murray State University interim
head of reference Jen Schatz said
MSU libraries fall under different
funding, so the Waterfield Library
will continue to shun Internet filters.
"We don't have filters on any of our
computers," she said."As an educational institution, we're not quite in
the same situation as public
libraries. We've made the decision
not to filter, basically for research
_purposes."
As a former public librarian,
Schatz said the library opts not to
filter also because the software
available isn't up to par yet. "The
current technology for filters is not
up to a standard that is effective. It
cuts out too much useful informa-

puter users from accessing restricted
tion," she added.
Library officials at schools for Web sites and reports their names to
younger students slightly disagree, the principal when they attempt to,
however. Murray Middle School does not inhibit research. Site-based
librarian Daypha Howell believes councils at each school determine
easily accessible pornographic which types of sites will be blocked
images mandate the use of filters on and a log-in process identifies each
computers, especially those that computer user.
Back is an advocate of the
children may use.
"As adults, we know how things Symantec software, which runs in
will pop up that we do not intend to addition to state-mandated filtering
pop up. These students ... may not software already on the computers.
even mean to," she said. "It's just "The software will not give you
those bad [sites], so they can't
too easy for it to come through."
All 400 computers in the Murray access it," he said.
The debate is not going to go
School System run on Symantec 1Gear software, according to district away, however, on a national, state
chief information officer Rusty or local scale, Schatz said. "From a
Back. In fact, he said a number of personal standpoint, this isn't over.
area school systems, including The controversy is going to go on
Calloway, Graves, Ballard and with the whole filtering issue, espeWebster counties, united to purchase cially with public libraries ... it's
the software at a reduced rate two going to continue to be an issue, one
that librarians are going to have to
years ago.
He said I-Gear, which bars com- be on the forefront of."

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Kirskey man remained in
critical but stable condition today
at Vanderbilt Medical Center
after a fall at Mayfield High
School Friday that killed a coworker.
Mark Faughn, 24, and Randall
Lackey, 28, Martin, Tenn., were
working on a telescopic lift in the
MHS gymnasium Friday at 9:50
a.m. The two men were in a railed
"cage" atop the lift and had begun
descending from approximately
50 feet above the gymnasium
floor when the upright mechanical lift tipped and fell flat onto the
floor.
Lackey was pronounced dead
at the Jackson Purchase Medical
Center in Mayfield.
The two men, who worked for
towrance Sound Co. in Union
City, Tenn., remained in the cage
and fell in an arc, dropping nearly 40 feet, as the lift toppled.
They had been removing an old
sound system prior to the accident. A third employee on the
• ground was not injured.

IN Accident...
From Front
impact. A passenger in Clinard's
vehicle, Thelma Briley, 71, Big
Rock, Tenn., was killed in the accident.
A
spokesperson
for
the
Tennessee Highway Patrol said Seal
was also injured, but could not veri-

fy where she was taken or any other
injuries.
The Murray Fire Department
reported that it also responded to the
accident because of its severity.
Firefighters were on the scene for
nearly an hour and extricated one
victim.

III Fletcher...
"I want to hang out a sign that
says 'Kentucky is open for busicare. And Fletcher said he feels con- ness,— he said. The zones, he added,
fident in Medicare reform after two "have brought $1.6 billion in busibills passed through the House and ness investments to Kentucky, and I
Senate Friday.
want to extend that."
"It's very do-able," he said of
"Of course, we need to study its
merging the legislation together. effectiveness and any abuses."
"The prescription drug [provision]
Overall, Fletcher said he and runis very critical to our seniors. I've ning mate Pence, whose daughter is
said if we can't do it on the national a Murray State University student,
level, I'll find a way to do it on the want to bring change to Frankfort.
state level."
"I'm proud to have the support of
Fletcher also stressed tax reform western Kentucky. It's very imporand revitalizing Kentucky's enter- tant to me," Fletcher, who has relaprise zones, which back tax initia- tives in Marshall County, said."We
tives for businesses to locate within want to clean up this mess and prothose designated areas, such as vide needed leadership."
Ashland or Hickman.

From Front
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LET US DO THE COOKIN'
THIS WEEKEND
,v/$

SPICE UP YOUR
JULY 4TH WEEKEND
'*‘‘. WITH SOME OF
4/
OUR AWARD-WINNING
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7

said several of the city's flood gates
were closed. Residents were being
advised to stay home if possible
Monday, even though rain was relatively light Sunday night.
Tropical storm warnings were
also issued from High Island, Texas,
to Pascagoula, Miss. Warnings mean
tropical storm conditions are expected in the area.

Kirksey man
stable after fall

•1010.1
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SUMMER MUSIC GAMES 2003
DRUMS BETWEEN THE RIVERS
Murray State University's Roy Stewart Stadium

WEDNESDAY,JULY 9 • 7 P.M.
featuring

\\

BBQ * RIBS * CHICKEN
Order Now For Your Picnic or Party!
For Large Orders Please Call
In Advance

• Glassmen
• Boston Crusaders
• Carolina Crown
• Crossmen
• Bluecoats
• Memphis Sound • Eklipse

• The Cadets

Free Clinic Hosted by The Cadets!
Sponsored by Music Zone
• Premium Tickets — $18.00
(inside the 25-yard line)

• VIP Tickets — $25.00

Catering, Delivery and Drive-Thru Available
Open: Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
806 Chestnut St.• Murray • 270-767.0054

(chairback seats - includes VIP parking)

• Group Rates

$15.00

(groups of 15 or more paid by July 1)

• Call us About Our Family Packages!
For ticket information and sales contact:
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
(270) 753-5171; toll free (800) 900-5171;
or visit www.murraylink.com;
we accept MasterCard and Visa.
Sponsored hr the Murray-Callon ay County Chamber of Commerce and Murray State University,
in cooperation with The Murray Inurism Coramission.
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U.S. forces
sweep
through
Iraqi towns
CAMP BOOM, Iraq (AP) — (1,
massive sweep that has already net
ted at least 60 suspects in 20 light
fling raids across central Iraq
entered its second day today, as U.S.
forces tried to capture Saddam
Hussein loyalists and curb a wave of
attacks on American soldiers.
The raids by the 4th Infantry
Division and Task Force Ironhorse
troops which began early Sunday
came as the U.S. civilian administrator of Iraq said U.S. forces must
kill or capture Saddam so he can no
longer be a rallying point for anticoalition attacks.
As part of the operation, dubbed
"Sidewinder," the 4th Infantry
Division detained a colonel from
Saddam's Baath Party along with
five other individuals, a military
statement said today, without providing details. The statement said at
least 319 Iraqis have been detained
in several operations, including
Sidewinder, across Iraq since
Sunday.
Today, planners of the Fourth
Infantry Division — the most hightech unit in the army — used an
array of electronic tools to plan out
further raids on militant supporters
Jof the deposed regime.
Sidewinder is taking place across
an area of central Iraq stretching
from the Iranian border to the areas
north of Baghdad,and is expected to
last for several days, according to
military officials in Camp Boom,
near Baqouba, 35 miles northeast of
Baghdad.
The region has become "the
nexus of paramilitary activity in
central Iraq," the military said in a
statement.
Lt. Col. Mark Young, commander of the Fourth Infantry Division's
3-67th Armored Battalion, said
Monday the operation is allowing
the army to focus on a slew of recent
intelligence.
"It causes all units to focus on a
-consolidated effort all at once," he
said. "The effect is like a hammer
being slammed against the bad
guys."
U.S. forces in central Iraq have
been plagued by sneak attacks on
their positions and patrols. On
Sunday night, less than 24 hours
after Sidewinder's start, two M-1
tanks patrolling a section of

Handshake ushers in cease-fire

AP Photo

STAYING ALERT ... US soldiers of the 82nd Airborne
keep alert after another soldier fired a warning shot to a
crowdmduring a weapons
search in a Baghdad neighborhood today.
Bayouba rife with hostile tire, were
attacked
by
rocket-propelled
grenades.
The near-impenetrable tanks
were undamaged and the crews
unhurt, but the patrol failed to find
the attackers.
There were no reports of U.S.
casualties during Sidewinder, the
military said, nor was there any
indication that the operation had
netted any of Iraq's most wanted
fugitives.
.The military said the raids targeted loyalists from Saddam's former
Baath Party, as well as "terrorists
suspected of perpetrating attacks
against U.S. forces and former Iraqi
military leaders."
The American forces arrested a
man in Khalis, 45 miles north of
Baghdad, suspected of recruiting
others to launch attacks on U.S.
troops.

GAZA CITY,Gaza Strip(AP)—
Israeli and Palestinian commanders
shook hands today, bulldozers dismantled checkpoints and Palestinian
traffic flowed freely in the Gaza
Strip — the most significant sign of
disengagement after 33 months of
bloody fighting. But one man was
killed in a Palestinian shooting.
In line with a U.S.-backed peace
plan, Israel pulled troops out of
northern Gaza late Sunday, and
agreed to withdraw from the West
Bank town of Bethlehem on
Wednesday.
In another reflection of the bid to
end 33 months of fighting, Prime
ministers Ariel Sharon of Israel and
Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian
Authority were to meet in Jerusalem
on Tuesday, Palestinian sources
said

Several Palestinian militant
groups announced a suspension of
attacks against Israelis on Sunday.
But the first full day of truce was
marred by the killing of a Romanian
truck driver on an Israeli construction crew. The Al Aqsa Martyrs'
Brigade, a militia affiliated with
Yasser Arafat's Fatah movement,
claimed responsibility. Fatah had
earlier said that Al Aqsa would halt
attacks.
Even before that, both sides were
skeptical the cease-fire will hold,
having been disappointed so many
times before — and a dispute
loomed over Israel's demand that
the Palestinian Authority dismantle
the militant groups altogether.
But there was also a first glimmer
of optimism as Israeli troops pulled
out of Beit Hanoun, which had seen

most of its larmland razed by Israeli
bulldozers.
"You were late." Mohammed
Shabat, 65, pointing to the destruction, told Palestinian policemen who
took over the Israeli positions. "But,
God willing, we will bring this town
back to the old days."
"This is a very important and
serious step by the Israeli side
.toward the implementation of the
road map," said Palestinian
Information Minister Nabil Amr.
Foreign Minister Nabil Shaath
said Israel should withdraw from all
West Bank towns within six weeks.
"Things are promising and we must
seize this moment," he said.
The two largest Israeli dailies,
Yediot Ahronot and Maariv, framed
their front-pages in blue, normally
reserved for editions on Jewish hol-

idays. "Cease-fire," read a banner
headline in the Maariv daily, above
a photo of two soldiers hugging in
Gaza. Yediot had soldiers posing on
a tank with an Israeli flag. •
The withdrawal scenes were reminiscent of the mid-1990s, when
Israeli troops pulled out of
Palestinian population centers as
part of interim peace deals. Since
fighting erupted in September 2000,
Israel has reoccupied most of those
areas; 2,414 people have been killed
on the Palestinian side and 806 on
the Israeli side.
,
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A MOMENTOUS HANDSHAKE ... An Israeli soldier, center left, shakes hands with a Palestinian
Security Officer, while other Israeli soldiers and Palestinian Security Officers look on during a
meeting at Netzarim Junction today.
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(270) 674-5530• Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors.
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Bush All Quality Materials

A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12" footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr. gr.
studs
G. 7/16" O.S.B.
•
A
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

•

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. O.C.
J. 1/2" plywood/O.S.B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

"The Most Inique Men's Store"
Chestnut St. • Murra.);.lir

Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association.-and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Idger & Times

SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY
f3Y CELBRATING JULY 4TH ON
THE COURT SQUARE ;
V
FOLLOWING THE PARADE

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Ryan B. Edwards
New York Lite
Insurance Company
211 Maple ST
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-2007
270-753-0403 FAX

!be Company You Keep
'

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models wMardboard siding
Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$4,225
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$4.725
2 CAR (18x20)
$5,025
2 CAR (18x20)
$5,425
LARGE CAR (22x22)
55.325
$5,725
LARGE CAR (22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$5,525
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$5.825
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
$6,125
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
$6,625
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
57.425
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
$7,875
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT- CALL US - WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Buy Or Rent To Owns

of Murray-Calloway County

Will Host A Live Auction
with Jimmy Tate
During The Band Intermission

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations will conduct an
accreditation survey of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Laboratory on July 16, 17, and 18, to
evaluate the organization's compliance with nationally established Joint Commission standards.
Anyone believing that he or she has pertinent and valid information about quality of care issues and
the safety of the environment in which care is provided may request a public information interview
with the Joint Commission's field representative at the time of the survey. Requests for a public
information interview must be made in writing to the Joint Commission no later than five working
days before the survey begins, and must indicate the nature of the information to be provided at the
interview. Such requests should be addressed to:
Office of Quality Monitoring
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
One Renaissance Boulevard
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
The interviewee will be notified of the date, time and place of the meeting.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations is an
independent, not-for-profit, national body that oversees the safety and quality of
health care and other services provided in accredited organizations. Information
about accredited organizations may be provided directly to the Joint Commisssion
at 1-800-994-6610. Information regarding accreditation and the accreditation
performance of individual organizations can be obtained through the Joint
Commission's Web site at www.jcaho.org.

Make a contribution by bidding on items such as:
•The first basketballs signed by new MSU coaches
Joi Williams and Mick Cronin.
*1980 Moped - in great condition.
'Poster signed by former UK Wildcat and current
Indiana Pacer, Ron Mercer.
'Beautiful handmade quilt.
'New Briggs & Stratton go-cart engines.
'Team-signed MSU Racer Jeff Martin card.
*Treadmill
*Original and Limited Edition Art Work
*1958 Hall of Famer Red Schoendienst Baseball Card
808 Chestnut 5t.• Murray, KY 42071 •(270)759-YMCA
mcc-yrnca.org
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'Adequacy'of school
funding more
nebulous as an issue
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)—
declaring Kentucky's public school
system unconstitutional in 1989, the
state Supreme Court said it was the
responsibility of the General
Assembly — and the General
Assembly alone — to create and
maintain an efficient system.
Fourteen
years later, the
coalition that
filed the suit
resulting in that
momentous ruling is going
back to court to
allege that the
legislature has
again failed to
Capitol
meet its manIdeas
date.
By Charles
Fightin'
Wolfe
words? Not
AP Writer
exactly.
"Nobody in
the General
Assembly is telling me it's an
adversarial situation if we file suit,"
Blake Haselton, superintendent of
Oldham County schools and vice
chairman of the coalition, said last
week. "It's not an attack on the
General Assembly or the governor."
In fact, many legislators are
looking to the lawsuit and
Haselton's coalition — 164 districts
banded together as the Council for
Better Education — for political
cover.
They hope for a court ruling that
the legislature has not funded public schools at a level necessary for
meeting the state's prescribed education goals. Such a ruling, the
argument goes, might help sell the
public on tax changes that would
produce more money for schools.
The coalition's chairman,
Covington Superintendent Jack
Moreland, said the organization's
members, by and large, are convinced that "comprehensive tax

reform" is the only way to go.
The organization will not suggest or advocate specific tax
actions, however. Moreland said the
group plans only to keep up a
drumbeat about it being the legislature's job to adequately fund education and that the legislature has "got
to find a way" to do it.
Tim Crawford, a Corbin attorney
advising the coalition, said some
have questioned the wisdom of
floating a lawsuit in the midst of a
gubernatorial campaign."What we
want to do is force the issue,"
Crawford said,"get the information
and provide some answers to the General Assembly" before it convenes in January.
But how much money is
enough? What is adequate funding?
The adequacy issue being pUshed
by the coalition today is more nebulous than the issue of funding equity on which it went to court in the
'80s.
It was demonstrable in the '80s
that districts with low property values could not possibly offer the
same educational resources as their
counterparts with richer tax bases.
Also complicating the case today
is that many schools have hit their
academic targets, or are coming
close, years ahead of schedule.
Those schools "are doing quite
well" at current funding levels, said
state Rep. Harry Moberly, chairman
of the House appropriations committee. The adequacy issue "is not
as clear constitutionally as equity,"
Moberly said.
Moreland, the group's chairman,
said he knows the lawsuit might
flop.
"This has always been a crapshoot," he said. "Whenever you go
to court, you've got to be as prepared to lose as to win."

A brittle, potential turning point
By DAN PERRY
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israelis and
Palestinians may have found a face-saving formula that gives all parties a way out of 33
exhausting months of violence. Militant groups
declare a truce, Israel agrees to return some land,
and the Palestinian Authority promises to hold
up its end by trying to prevent attacks against
Israel.

AP News Analysis
With rigorous U.S. chaperoning, restraint by
all sides, and a healthy dose of luck, Sunday's
steps forward might disentangle the warring parties. In a best-case scenario the fighting ends for
good and a Palestinian state emerges by 2005, as
the internationally backed "road map" peace
plan sets out to do.
But terror attacks by renegades or Israeli military strikes could rekindle the violence in a
flash.
Israel reacted coldly to Sunday's decision by
Hamas and Islamic Jihad to stop attacks for
three months. Yasser Arafat's Fatah group joined
the truce later, declaring it would halt all military operations for six months. Negotiators have
said the timeframe could be extended if Israel
ends its military operations and releases prisoners.
Israeli troops and tanks began pulling out of
northern Gaza after sundown Sunday, military
sources said, in keeping with an agreement to
hand responsibility for security in Gaza over to
the Palestinians.
For its part, Israel wants more than a truce - it
want the militants disarmed and arrested so they
cannot resume. violence in the future — a
demand the Palestinian Authority hasn't agreed
to and the militants bitterly reject.
Still, an elegant way out of the deadlock may
be found in the end, because the players have a
serious stake in the cease-fire's success.
For Israelis and their prime minister, Ariel
Sharon, the road map offers a way out of a
nightmare which saw their public places targeted
almost at will by suicide bombers and gunmen.
An end to violence would move the

understand that their presence in the West Bank
and Gaza is a losing proposition. Polls show a
solid majority now wants to be rid of the burden
of the territories. And even Sharon, architect of
Jewish settlement in the areas and bitter opponent of past peace deals, supports a Palestinian
state, albeit on less land than the Palestinians
demand.
"Honesty demands we admit that
(Palestinian) terrorism showed results," wrote
columnist Nahum Barnea in Yediot Ahronot
newspaper. "It made the Israelis be sick of the
occupation."
Under the road map, Israel would gradually
withdraw from Palestinian autonomous zones
occupied during the fighting. A Palestinian state
with temporary borders, probably on somewhat
more land than the autonomy controls, is to
come as early as the start of next year. And a
final settlement by 2005 would deal with final
borders and the thorny issues of sharing
Jerusalem and resolving the refugee issue.
Before any of that, of course, the enterprise
could easily collapse.
Renegade militants in the West Bank —
where Palestinian control is minimal:— could
continue attacks. Israeli security officials
acknowledge that even if the Palestinians could
clamp down in Gaza, the West Bank is in chaos,
and catching militants can be a matter of chance.
Harsh Israeli reactions would mean nothing has
changed.
The disagreement over whether and how to
disarm the militant groups might not be
resolved.
And even if calm prevails for a time, skeptics
see the truce as a bid by the militants to regroup
at a time when U.S. and Israeli pressure on them
is approaching irresistible.
But optimists see a ray of light: ordinary people are so tired of the carnage that public opinion might force everyone to hesitate before
endangering the truce.
"Both societies are desperate for a period of
quiet, to rebuild what was destroyed," Barnea
wrote.
Dan Perry is The Associated Press bureau
chiefin Israel.

Making it his own
Medicare has Bush playing on Democratic turf again

By RON FOURNIER
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— First
he promised to leave no schoolchild
long time."
Friday that drew opposition from
behind. Then he seized credit for a
most
of
the
Democratic
field.
Democrats also accuse Bush of
new homeland security agency. And
trouble
navigating
sending
too little money to local
Bush's
rivals
had
now he is lobbying and compromiscommunities for emergency servicing his way toward a Medicare pre- the policy and politics behind the
es, a charge denied by the new
vote: They know that he will soon
scription drug benefit.
that,
while
barely
Homeland Security Department.
be
handed
a
bill
Once again, President Bush is
White
House's
origDemocratic strategist James
resembling
the
taking a Democratic issue and makinal plan, will likely be viewed as a Carville said Bush stole a child tax
ing
it
his
own.
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
presidential triumph.
credit plan from his 2000 rival,
"He made education his issue in
reporterfor The Associated Press.
It's
a
familiar
pattern.
then-Vice President Al Gore."He's
2000. And now Medicare," GOP
campaign,
Bush
at it again" on Medicare, the strateIn
the
2000
pollster Bill McInturff said. "If the
gist
erased
the
Democrats'
long-held
said.
economy is just a little bit better
Carville
is an expert on co-optadvantage
on
education
by
promisthan it is now, and the president
ing
ideas.
ing
school
reforms
that
would
still enjoys an advantage on nation"leave no child behind." But now
He watched his former boss,
tractor agility show, a sheep show, a al security, and we pass a Medicare
officials
across
the
President
Clinton, adopt welfare,
state
and
local
prescription drug plan, what exactly
pet show, a beef show, a goat show
country
are
trying
to
figure
out
how
anti-crime
and budget-balancing
is the rationale for replacing him?"
and exhibits to collect,judge and
traditionally GOP
they
will
pay
for
standardized
tests
stances
to
take
hand back to the participants.
The play-on-their-turf strategy
and other requirements in the 2002
issues off the table.
It is an extremely busy week, but helped get Bush elected in 2000,
law that implemented Bush's eduCarville urged Bush's rivals to
a week that is very rewarding to the and is key to his re-election plans.
cation
plan.
cede
the prescription drug debate,
4-H'ers of Calloway County. Not
But his maneuvers on Medicare
only do they receive ribbons for
long
since
time
because
the issue long ago stopped
"It
is
we
had
a
have angered some conservative
their hard work, they also are
president
who
made
real
the
words
being
the
sole property of
rewarded with premium money that Republicans while Democratic
no
child
behind',"
'leave
Sen.
John
Democrats.
He said candidates
presidential candidates vow to
varies from event to event.
Kerry
of
Massachusetts
told
a
child
should
focus
on fixing the entire
expose Bush as a policy fraud.
Seeing everything that happens
advocacy group in April. "I am run- health care system.
AP File Photo
"The
American
people
will
have
at the fair unfold in front of my
ning for president to hold this presiOutside Washington, Democrats
eyes was interesting because there
real life experiences about the eduof the government benefits prosay Bush won't get away with
is so much that goes on that people cation their children are getting and dent accountable for making a
gram.
stealing their issues if the economy
don't know about. So many people
the health care they're not getting," mockery of those words."
Rep. Tom Cole of Oklahoma, a
remains sluggish.
For months after the Sept. 11,
work very hard all year long to
Sen. John Edwards of North
GOP operative, said conlongtime
"I know what he's doing on the
2001, attacks, Bush rejected
raise money and awareness so that
Carolina, one of nine Democrats
servatives
should give Bush a break
the fair is pulled off without a hitch. seeking Bush's job, said in a teleDemocratic calls for a homeland
prescription drug thing. I know
Medicare
because the rest of his
on
The last seven weeks of my
what he's doing on the education
phone interview. "He won't be able security department He finally put
right.
agenda
tilts
internship are looking to be just as
own
proposal
under
thing,"
said
Ben
Chandler,
attorney
forward his
to take Medicare or education off
If that doesn't silence GOP critbusy as the first five weeks, but
general of Kentucky and the
intense pressure and, in the 2002
table.
We
won't
let
him."
the
ics,
they should consider what may
there are many exciting events
Democratic candidate for governor.
midterm campaign, was part of a
Heading into the 2004 presidencoming up that I am looking forhappen
to Bush if he breaks his 4
"But he's going to have to do
GOP strategy to raise questions
tial campaign, Democrats hoped to
ward to.
promise
to deliver a prescription
patriotism
of
Democrats
something
on
the
jobs
thing."
about the
From June 30 until July 2, there
score points by accusing Bush of
drug
benefit.
Eager to claim Medicare reform
who differed with him on the
will be a group of students in
ignoring domestic policy, with
"I don't know that we can afford
agency.
of
a
new
as
an
election-year prize, Bush
details
Lexington for Livestock and Dairy
Medicare as a chief example. But
to
let
our president fail," Cole said.
Sen. Joe Lieberman, a presidencompromised with Democrats who
Judging Competition. On July 8 at
some polls suggest Democrats'
fought cost controls and his own
Westside Baptist Church, there will advantage on the issue has largely
tial rival and early advocate of a
Ron Fournier has covered the
be Food-A-Rama and the Bicycle
effort to inject competition into
security agency, called
homeland
slipped away.
White
House and politicsfor The
Rodeo from 9 am.-I p.m.
Medicare. The backpedaling has
Bush's strategy in 2002 "one of the
The GOP-led House and Senate
Associated
Press since 1993.
The Western Rivers Kentucky
deceptive,
acts
conservative
lawmakers
irresponsible
angered
most
passed competing Medicare bills
Junior Livestock Expo will be on
of campaigning we've seen in a
who dislike such a large expansion
July 10-11. This is a show put on
by the Kentucky Department of—
Agriculture, and this is the first
year there will be a show in
Murray. There are already shows at
Morehead and Bowling Green, but
to do for our children, it is good to know there
programs that have been planned to entertain
Dear Editor,
this show is looking very promisreading
for
life!
are sponsors who support family programs so
and
motivate
your
child
to
enjoy
children
to
something
free
for
your
There's
ing. It is going to be held at the
families
can save money. I know I'm getting
Where
else
can
you
get
quality
entertainment
public
summer!
Did
our
this
you
know
do
Center,
and
there
will
Expo
be parolder
when
I can remember that Red Cross
doing
an
awesome
job
free?
Murray
has
been
for
each
for
lined
up
library
has
free
programs
ticipants from all over the state of
swimming lessons, softball and baseball were
to plan activities for families. I know that our
Monday through summer and they are free?
Kentucky.
free. So take advantage of what we got offered
family will take advantage of the Freedom Fest
If you did not bring your child to the library
• July 21-25 will be 4-H camp for
to entertain our children this summer right here
Calloway County students. They
Monday for the first day of the Summer Reading activities, like Family Fun Day and the Main
will be camping with Christian
Street Fourth of July festivities. We look-forward in Calloway County. Summer is too short to
Program, you missed a great magic show. We
County. These are just a few events were entertained for over 45 minutes by a prowaste!
to the fireworks at the stadium and the Ice
that are going on the rest of this
Thank you for reading this!
Cream Festival later in July. It is hard to plan a
fessional magician named Chris Egelston.
month and in July. It is a very busy [Today], we will see animals which were seen
Connie Scarborough
trip out of town when there are so many activitime, but there are many 4-H possi- on the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
Montessori Discovery School
ties to do at home!
bilities for students in Murray and
While everything else continues to cost more
Murray, Ky.
Check with the librarian to find out the other
Calloway County.

WashingtonToday

First impressions
When I was in elementary and
middle school, I was involved in 4H. I did speeches, demonstrations,
variety shows, county fairs, 4-H
camp and more — anything to stay
active.
This summer, I was given the
privilege to be
Guest Voice active
in 4-H
By Andrea
once again; only
Tucker
this time I was
Calloway
in a different
County 4-H
capacity — as
intern
an intern. I was
placed in
Calloway
County with Ginny Harper, and I
was set to spend my summer
exploring career possibilities.
Ginny told me when I first met
her that we had a busy summer
ahead of us. I didn't know what the
word busy meant until I started
working at the 4-H office. However
in this case, busy also means fun
and exciting.
I spent a week at 4-H Camp, and
it was interesting to observe how it
hasn't changed a bit since I was a
camper II years ago. I had a small
cabin of girls, and I also taught a
cooking class during the morning.
Although the weather wasn't
exactly ideal, the week was a great
experience and also a great
reminder of my childhood. I hope
that the campers that went with
Murray City Schools have memories of camp that last as long as
mine have.
Another highlight of my internship so far has been the county fair.
When I was in 4-H, and even
throughout high school, the only
parts of the fair I ever experienced
were the 4-H exhibits one year and
the carnival. For the longest time,
that is all I thought the fair was —
games, food and rides.
After working closely at the fairgrounds, I have thrown that
assumption out the window. 4-H
alone has had a dairy show, a horse
show, a dog agility show, a lawn

Palestinians toward the state they have longed
for. Withdut this it's unlikely the politically feeble Mahmoud Abbas can survive as Palestinian
prime minister, which would be embarrassing
for the Bush administration, at whose prodding
Abbas was appointed to the new post several
months ago.
U.S. diplomatic credibility is also on the line
in a broader sense after President Bush personally launched the road map at a June 4 Mideast
summit. He has since dispatched his secretary of
state and national security adviser to the region
in a high-profile, high-stakes effort to hammer it
home.
National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice
was in town for the cease-fire announcement —
and for the conclusion of a deal on transferring
parts of Gaza back to Palestinian security control. The deal could be expanded within days to
the West Bank town of Bethlehem.
The high-level supervision underscored how
for Bush, peace — or at least calm — is a key
element in his vision for a changed Middle East,
alongside the victories in Afghanistan and Iraq
and the war on the al-Qaida terrorist organization. With Israeli-Palestinian trust at rock-bottom, his continued vigilance will likely be
required.
Just over 1,000 days of conflict have taken a
terrible toll. More than 2,400 Palestinians and
800 Israelis have died. The Palestinians' nascent
economy and government infrastructure, born of
the 1990s autonomy accords, lie in ruins. And in
Israel more than a tenth of the workforce is jobless, poverty is spreading to the middle class and
a once-promising tourism industry has been devastated.
But as in all conflicts where there is no clear
winner, all sides can claim a measure of victory.
Israelis showed resolve, and today are'offering, if anything, less than in September 2000
when the fighting erupted. Then-premier Ehud
Barak proposed a Palestinian state in all of Gaza,
more than 90 percent of the West Bank and part
of Jerusalem, on condition the Palestinians drop
demands that refugees and their descendants be
allowed to return to Israel. Sharon is unlikely to
match that.
Palestinians can say they have made Israelis
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Katharine Hepburn dies at 96
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Leslie B. Houston
Leslie B. Houston, 66, Knight Road, Murray, died Sunday, June 29,
2003, at 8:08 a.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
A building technician at the Murray State University Curris Center, he
was a member of Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Born June 28, 1937, in Independence, Mo., he was the son of the late
Elton Houston and Florence Garland Houston.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marilyn Grayson Houston, to whom he
was married Oct. IS, 1969; two daughters, Ms. Nikki Houston and Mrs.
Brooke Suiter and husband, Kevin, all of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Mary
Lou Joseph and husband, Jerry, Trenton, Tenn., and Mrs. Laverne
Henderson, Benton; one brother, Donald Houston and wife, Virginia,
Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
The Rev. Dennis Norvell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. Lori Lavina Hollister
Mrs. Lori Lavina Hollister, 99,Carol Drive, Murray, died Saturday, June
28, 2003, at 2:25 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A homemaker, she was of Presbyterian faith.
Her husband, Donald John Hollister, died in August of 1958, and one
daughter, Joan Beth Hollister, died Nov. 24, 2001; Also preceding her in
death were two sisters, two half sisters, one stepsister and two half brothers. Born April 7, 1904, she was the daughter of the late Ernest Ebert and
Hannah Lee Artless Ebert.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Donna L. Michalski, Minneapolis,
Minn.; one son, Jack Hollister, Murray; eight grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation or services are scheduled.

Mrs. Addle Lou Sayle
The funeral for Mrs. Addie Lou Sayle was Saturday at 2
p.m. at Tiny Town Baptist Church, Guthrie. The Rev. Glynn
On, pastor of Westside Baptist Church, Murray, officiated.
Pallbearers were Wendall Bratton, Tom Vertirees, Mike
Ellis, Steve Bailey, Kenneth Sayle, Terry Sayle, Kevin
Thomasson and Keith Thomasson. Burial was in the
Edgewood Cemetery, Trenton.
Sayle
Visitation was at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home, Murray, from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday and at the church at
Guthrie after 11 a.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Gideons of Murray, P.O.
Box 931, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Sayle, 78, Murray, died Tuesday, June 24, 2003, at 7:10 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Formerly employed as an operator for BellSouth, she was also a manager of the 5 & Dime Store in Guthrie. No aibernber,of WesUide Baptist
Church, Murray, she was a charter member of Tiny Town Baptist Church,
Guthrie.
She was married Sept. 11, 1944, to Walton B.(Smiley) Sayle who died
Sept. 24, 2002. One sister, Ledey Mae Thomasson, and four brothers,
James,Charles, Bobby and Richard Thomasson,also preceded her in death.
Born May 24, 1925, in Allensville, she was the daughter of the late Richard
Thomasson and Hattie Miller Thomasson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lisa Heathcott and husband,
David, and two grandchildren, Holly and Hunter Heathcott, all of Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Martha Ledbetter and husband, Robert, Clarksville, Tenn.

OLD SAYBROOK, Conn.(AP) companions until Tracy's death in
- Her backyard acting blossomed 1967.
She was born in Hartford on May
into a career for the ages: Four
Academy Awards, 12 nominations, 12, 1907, one of six children of Dr.
60 years of stage and screen bril- Thomas N. Hepburn, a noted urololiance, a lifetime of feisty independ- gist and pioneer in social hygiene,
and Katharine Houghton Hepburn,
ence.
But Katharine Hepburn always who worked for birth control and
getting the vote for women.
thought she could do more.
Her father built a theater in the
"I could have accomplished
three times what I've accom- family's back yard, where young
plished," she once said. "I haven't Katharine's career took root.
"My parents were much more
realized my full potential. It's disfascinating, as people, than I am,"
gusting."
That perfectionism was balanced the actress once said. "Mother was
by grace and sheer joy in being really left of center; women's suffrage was her great cause, and I
alive.
"Life's what's important," she remember appearing at all the local
once said. "Walking, houses, fami- fairs carrying huge flocks of bally. Birth and pain and joy - and loons that said 'Votes for Women'I
then death. Acting's just waiting for almost went up with them."
Young Kate was educated by
the custard pie. That's all."
The lights on Broadway will dim tutors and at private schools, enterat 8 p.m. on Tuesday in honor of ing Bryn Mawr in 1924. After gradHepburn, who died surrounded by uating, she joined a stock compan
friends and family Sunday at her in Baltimore.
She made her New York debut in
childhood waterfront home in Old
"These Days" in 1928, the same
Saybrook. She was 96.
Hepburn, who had been in year she married Philadelphia
declining health in recent years, socialite Ludlow Ogden Smith. She
died of old age, said Cynthia divorced him in 1934 and later
McFadden, a close friend and remarked, "I don't believe in marriage. It's bloody impractical to
executor of her estate.
"Through her films generations love, honor and obey. If it weren't,
to come will discover her humor, you wouldn't have to sign a conher grace, her keen intelligence," tract."
But she also lauded "Luddy" for
McFadden said in a statement from
the familyti at a news conference opening doors in New York for a
near Hepburn's home."She was and raw young actress. She berated heralways will be an American origi- self as behaving like "a pig" toward
nal. She died as she lived, with dig- him.
"At the beginning I had money; I
nity and grace.'
Her mark of 12 Academy Award wasn't a poor little thing. I don't
nominations stood as a record in the know what I would have done if I'd
acting categories until Meryl Streep had to come to New York and get a
surpassed that total in 2003. Her job as a waiter or something like
Oscars were for "Morning Glory," that."
Her Broadway role in "Warrior's
1933; "Guess Who's Coming to
Dinner," 1967; "The Lion in Husband" brought a movie offer
Winter," 1968; and "On Golden from RKO, and she went to
Hollywood at $1,500 a week to star
Pond," 1981.
An icon of feminist strength and opposite John Barrymore in the
spirit, Hepburn brought a chiseled 1932 film "A Bill of Divorcement."
beauty and patrician bearing to such The lean, athletic actress with the
films as "The Philadelphia Story" well-bred manner became an instant
star. The voice Tallulah Bankhead
and "The African Queen."
likened to "nickels dropping in
once
the
in
actress
every
"I think
world looked up to her with a kind a slot machine" became one of
of reverence and a sense of'oh boy, Hollywood's most-imitated.
movie,
third
Hepburn's
if only I could be like her,- actress
Elizabeth Taylor said in.a statement. "Morning Glory," brought her first
Hepburn, the product of a Oscar. A string of parts followedwealthy, freethinking New England Jo in "Little Women," the ill-fated
family, was forthright in her opin- queen in "Mary of Scotland," the
ions and unconvtational in her con- rich would-be actress in. "Stage
duct. She dressed for comfakt, usu- Door," the madcap socialite of
ally in slacks and sweater, with her "Bringing Up Baby," the shy rich
girl in "Holiday."
red hair caught up in a topknot.
A theater chain owner branded
She married only once, briefly,
and her name was linked to Howard her and other stars "box-office poiHughes and other famous men, but son" after a series of flops, and her
the great love of her life was film career waned.
Undaunted, Hepburn acquired
Spencer Tracy. They made nine
films together and remained close the rights to a comedy about a

Graveside services for Ms. Betty June Gilbert were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Randy Lowe officiated. Nephews
served as pallbearers.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Ms. Gibert, 75,Athens, Tenn.,formerly of Murray, died Friday, June 27,
2003, at 4:30 a.m. at the Erlanger Hospital, Chattanooga, Tenn.
One sister, Ouida Hall, preceded her in death. Born Feb. 18, 1928, in
Paducah, she was the daughter of the late Herbert Lowe and Vertis Mae
Johnson Lowe.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Melissa Hutson and husband,
Douglas, Athens, Tenn.; one son, Gil Gilbert and wife, Cindy Sexton,
Chattanooga, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Sims and husband, Bill,
Reidland, and Mrs. Sue Lowe, Camden, Tenn.; four brothers, William
Lowe, Reidland, Robert Lowe and wife, Myra, Murray, Herbert Lowe and
wife, Carol, Terrell, Texas, and Michael Lowe and wife, Delores, Fulton;
three grandchildren, Kelly Balch and husband, Bob Borwich, Seattle,
Wash., and Gilbert Balch and Gracie Gilbert, both of Chattanooga, Tenn.
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MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV

* EXTENDS UP 20 FEET IN SECONDS
* NO ROPES TO TANGLE OR
HARDWARE TO CLANG
* FLAGS ROTATE FREELY WITHOUT TANGLING
* MADE FROM AIRCRAFT ALUMINUM.
WILL NOT RUST
* FREE INSTALLATION FOR LIMITED TIME

Allard Lyons rs a market maker on thrs stock
one -price unchanged
kridirinnal information available on request

HopFed Banc'
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
JC Penney
Pepsico Inc
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp

UST
Wal-Mart

ATV - BOAT - JET SRI - HOME

753-3500
Phone Quotes

104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

At Stone-Lang...hearing care is
more than a profession...
it is a commitment
to excellence!

PREMIER AWNINGS
753-3983(FAX)• 293-2750 (Cell)

•Hearing Tests
•Hearing Aids
•Batteries and Service

•

AoK-

A hearing test is quick and easy!

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment i you.]

Doss Jones Ind. Avg. ...9044.24 + 55.19
41.33 + 0.26
Air Products
78.16 + 0.26
Anthem
16.00 + 0.18
AOL Time Warner
19.75 + 0.38
AT&T
27 14 + 0.06
Bell South
50 69 + 0.44
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ...27.58 + 0.05
56 10+ 0.27
aterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp ...72.48 + 0.10
35.14 + 0.98
Daimler Chrysler
30 86 + 0.26
Dean Foods
36.51 + 0.14
Exxon-Mobil
11 11 + 0.08
Ford Motor
28.85 + 0.23
General Electric
36.36 + 0.25
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..41.1I + 0.46
21.10 + 0.20
(roodrich
5.29 - 0.30
Goodyear

he could squash me. And I think that
is the romantic ideal picture of the
male and female in this country."
After leaving MGM in 1951.
Hepburn divided her time between
the stage-she appeared in Shaw's
"The
and
Millionairess"
Shakespeare's "As You Like It"and film. She coolly braved a jungle
for "The African Queen" and did
her own balloon flying in the lowbudget "011y 011y Oxen Free."
She co-starred with Taylor and
Montgomery Clift in "Suddenly
Last Summer," with Jason Robards
Jr. in "Long Day's Journey into
Night," with Laurence Olivier in the
TV movie "Love Among the Ruins"
and with Henry Fonda in "On
Golden Pond," which won both of
them Oscars.
She coaxed the ailing Tracy back
onto the set for their roles as
wealthy, liberal parents faced with
the interracial marriage of their
daughter in "Guess Who's Coming
to Dinner." Tracy died before the
film's release.
Though an early appearance in
"The Lake" promoted Dorothy
Parker's famously scathing remark
that Hepburn "ran the gamut of
emotions from A to B," she worked
as tirelessly on stage as in movies.
She starred in the musical
"Coco" in 1969. When she broke an
ankle during "A Matter of Gravity"
in 1976, she went on in a wheelchair. Fans flocked to see her on
Broadway in "West.Side Waltz," in
1982, and when the show moved on
to Boston, Hepburn displayed her
outspokenness by ordering out a
spectator who disturbed her by taking pictures.

AUTHORIZED AGENT

Salute To Healthcare

STOCK MARKET REPORT

spoiled heiress, and, after it was
rewritten for her, took it to the New
York stage. "The Philadelphia
Story" was a hit.
She returned to Hollywood for
the 1940 film version, which featured James Stewart and Cary
Grant. Once again she was a top
star, with a contract at MGM for
"Woman of the Year," "Keeper of
the Flame," "Sea of Grass,"
"Dragon Seed," "Without Love,"
"State of the Union," "Pat and
Mike" and "Adam's Rib."
Her first film with Tracy was
"Woman of the Year," in 1942.
Legend has it that when they met
she commented, "I'm afraid I'm a
little big for you, Mr. Tracy." His
reply: "Don't worry, I'll cut you
down to size."
One critic compared them to "the
high-strung thoroughbred and the
steady workhorse."
Tracy never divorced his wife,
who outlived him by 15 years;
Hepburn,though she led a PBS tribute to Tracy in 1986, rarely mentioned their private relationship.
"I have had 20 years of perfect
companionship with a man among
men," she said in 1963. "He is a
rock and a protection. I've never
regretted it." In another interview,
she discussed their special screen
magic, saying they represented "the
perfect American couple."
"The ideal American man is certainly Spencer - sports loving,
man's man, strong-looking, big sort
of head, boar neck and so forth. And
I think I represent a woman. I needle him. and I irritate him, and I try
to get around him, and if he put a
big paw out and put it on my head,

;ft

Telescoping Flagpoles

FOURTH OF JULY PARADE
Fri., July 4th • 9:30 a.m. Sharp

TM

MGM, File/AP Photo

LEGENDARY ... Actress Katharine Hepburn and co-star
Spencer Tracy appear in a scene from the 1942 MGM film,
"Woman of the Year." Katharine Hepburn, an icon of feminist
strength and spirit who brought a chiseled beauty and patrician
bearing to such films as "The Philadelphia Story" and "The
African Queen," died Sunday. She was 96.

PROURESINE'

SHOW YOUR PRIDE ON THE 4TH

Ms. Betty June Gilbert

Court Square, Murray, KY 47071
)70-753-3366• 800-444-1854
Hours. 710 a m -6 00 pm M -F
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prices as of 9 a.m
16 05 B 16.10 A
83.78 + 0.36
47.21 + 0.24
21.16 + 0.59
16.95 +0.14
19.05 - 0.07
22.39 + 0.02
61.38 + 0.36
25.98 + 0.35
17.22 + 0.19
43 75.0.09
35.08 + 0.08
19.15 + 0.06
33.78 + 0.42
31.43 + 0.15
24.83 + 0.24
35 46 + 0.05
.54.54 + 0.74

The Boston-Ewing Investment Group

AWHIWARD LYONS
INC.
J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS,

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

Convenient
Parking Wheelchair
Accessible

mURRAY
trretFREEDOM FEST
JULY 4TH 7 A.M. - 2 P.M.

-

DOWNTOWN CELEBRATION
FARMERS MARKET • ARTS & CRAFTS
GAMES & MUSIC • TANGO the CLOWN W/BALLOONS
INFLATABLES

We Specialize in
s. I
10000 digital Completelyi
_

in Canal Instruments

REGISTER TO WIN!
2003 FORD F150 SUPERCREW XLT PICKUP
(including sales tax, title and license fees)
Drawing To Take Place At Freedom Feat
Closing Ceremonies, Sat., July 5. 7 p.m.
at MSU Lovett Auditorium

Event
Alt
Sponsors: gir
".•

• • • •

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

":;.•
/

Vicki Oliver

Call Today (270) 753-8055
1-800-949-5728 Outside Murray

STONE-LANG CO.

ror
•

HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St.• Murray
''SINCE 1876- A NAME YOU CAN TRUST'

,,,

•

Mbank

Elizabeth Davis

rkir.
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From catalog firms to e-tailers, Engagement
USPS delivers secure service

Office staff of First Baptist
Church starts move today

buy.
After one year in business, Sears
- with the help of delivery by the
Postal Service - was able to boast
that it was selling four suits and a
watch every minute, and a buggy
every 10. By 1900, Sears had tripled
its revenues.
Today, the mail order business
continues to grow and has evolved
as a targeted and efficient advertising medium. Busy families have
found catalog shopping an easy
alternative when purchasing both
necessities and luxury items. The
mail order industry has been further
fueled by Internet "c-tailers" and
online auctions, each providing
opportunities for you to shop at your
convenience. Similar to the days
when Montgomery Ward and Sears
Roebuck and Company trusted the
Postal Service to deliver products to
families, the U.S. Postal Service
continues to offer safe, secure and
reliable service to every address in
America.
Ever since the pioneer days. the
mail order industry has played an
important role in bringing life's
necessities to every American. The
Postal Service is proud to be a part
of this heritage. To learn more about
postal products and services, visit us
at www.usps.eom or call 1-800ASK-USPS (1-800-275-8777).

Moving to a new house, offices or whatever can be
an exciting time. It can also be a hectic time.
The staff of First Baptist Church will begin moving into their new offices at the new building of the
church. The offices were moved out of the former
parsonage of the church (that was demolished and
moved away in one day) into offices in the Student
Education building ,the new name as announced by
the Rev. Terry Garvin, associate pastor, in the June
25th issue of"The Manna."
Now the offices will be in the Welcome Center,the
Jo's
newly constructed part of the church. Also the
Datebook church library will be moved there later.
By Jo Burkeen
Moving started today. The church offices will be
Community Editor closed Wednesday and Thursday, July 2 and 3. The
first official day in the new church office suite will be
Monday, July 7.

Years ago, the Montgomery
Ward catalog (and later the Sears &
Roebuck catalog) was called "The
Homesteader's Bible." Next to the
family Bible, mail order catalogs
were probably
the most important books in
most farmhouses.
During our
country's first
century, many
rural families
had no teleor autoGreetings phone
and
mobile,
from Dexter there were no
By Peggy
radios or televiSmith
sions. And, until
Dexter
the mail order
Postmaster
companies
arrived on the
scene, there were few opportunities
to shop.
In 1872, Montgomery Ward
became the first mail order house,
offering a one-page list of merchandise. Around 1893, Sears joined
Montgomery Ward in the mail order
business. Postmaster General John
Wanamaker proposed the Rural Free
Delivery routes that greatly expanded mail order delivery territory and
opened up rural America to all the
goods and services money could

Kenlake Ladies Golf
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League Wednesday.
Breakfast was served prior to
met Wednesday, June 25, at 8 a.m.
golf
play.
Hamrick
Bill
the
golf
at
to play
Those present were Ina Horton,
Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake
Dotty Elliott, Joanne Honefanger.
State Resort Park.
Janice
Curd, Daisy Durham. Jamie
to
make
A scramble was held and
the game more interesting, the play- Mullins, Mary N. Barton, Brenda
Baker, Priscilla Holt, Helen Hubbs.
ers could only putt with a driver.
The winners were Linda Beck, Bobbe Manning, Linda Breck, Edith
Evelyn Blivin and Priscilla Holt Lamond, Donna Peyton, Evelyn
Blivin, Marion Adkins, Betty Judah,
with a low score of 31.
Another prize was given to the Helen Roberts. Norma Stephenson
high team. No chip in was and Mary M.

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Kitty Steele and Crystal Parks, secClub played golf on Wednesday. ond place.
Bronda Parker was hostess on
June 25, with a four person scramJune 25.
ble format.
On Wednesday, July 2, a scramBecause of a tie, a drawing was
ble will be held with a 9 a.m. startheld for the first place winner.
ing time. Pairings will be made at
Winners were as follows:
Shirley Wade, Jo—Anne Auer, the club house prior to play.
Shirley Wade, phone 753-2220.
Cynthia Darnall and Bronda-15-arker,
will be hostess on July 2.
first place;
Mary Houston, Laura Parker,

Murray Golf and Country Club

s
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MATINEES EVERYDAY
Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle
PG13. 12:55 - 3:20- 7:25 '9:45
Rugrats Go Wild
PG - 12:40 - 2:20 - 4:00
2 Fast 2 Furious
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:50
Finding Nemo
G- 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:10
The Hulk
PG13 • 12:45-- 3:45 - 7:10- 10:00
Alex & Emma
PG13 - 1:15 - 125 - 7:05 - 9:15
Hollywood Homicide
PG13. 1:25 - 3:50- 7:20- 9:40
Bruce Almighty
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:15- 7:15 -9:25
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 1
Program Information Call 753-3314

Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet Tuesday, July 1, at 7 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. This is a group for all singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more information call
Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Shirley at 753-6224.

Mason's Chapel plans school
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have a Vacation Bible
School with sessions from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on Wednesdays, July 2, 9, 16
and 23 at the church. "Jesus Expedition - Exploring Miracles of Jesus" will
be the study theme. Classes for preschool through 12th grade will be conducted. All interested children and youth are invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Todd and Sharp
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Todd of Kirksey and Mr. and Mrs. Jennifer Scott of
Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Michelle Danette Todd, to Chad Joseph Sharp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ricky Lowe of Hazel.
Miss Todd is the granddaughter of Mrs. Rebecca Billington and the late
Dan Billington of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Todd of Kirksey.
Mr. Sharp is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Gordie LeGrande and of Joe
Venice and the late Betty Venice of Murray.
Children of bride-elect and groom-elect are Brooklyn, MaKayla and
Zackery Duncan and Tracy Sharp.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Calloway County High School and
will be attending Murray State University this fall.
The groom-elect is self-employed owner of Fine Line Painting.
The wedding will be an outside event on Friday, July 4, 2003, at 2 p.m.
at the home of the bride-elect's father at Kirksey.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. For directions to the house
call 492-8334.

Area residents named to list

Ladies of the Oaks Golf

Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday.
July 2. at the club. Tee off time will
be 9 a.m. with Norma Frank as hostess.
Anyone not listed in the line-up
may call Frank at 753-1329 or come
and he paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Nine Hole golfers
Tee IA - Betty Shepperson, Ann
Stanley and Carlene Belcher;
Tee I B - Beth Belote and Bev
Reuter
18 Hole golfers
Tee 3 - Marilyn Adkins. Barbara
Gray. Ann Brown and Betty

Singles will meet Tuesday

Stewart;
Tee 4 - Betty Jo Purdom, Amy
McDowell, Linda Burgess and Sally
Crass;
Tee 6 - Patty Vetter. Toni
Hopson, Carolyn Sanning and
Norma Frank;
Tee 10 - Evelyn Jones, Venda
Ward, Betty Lowry and Inus Orr.
Winners of the Ladies MemberGuest Day played June 25 are as follows:
Championship flight - Sally
Crass and Mary Bogard and Linda
Burgess and Jeanie Van Coppenelle
tied and Crass-Bogard won first on
count back; Peggy Veal and Debbie
Ray, third
First flight - Betty Jo Purdom and
Melva Hatcher, first; Ve Severns
and Kelly Solomon, second; Peggy
Shoemaker and Gwen Canter, third;
Second flight - Betty Lowry and
Sue Lamb, first; Carolyn Sanning
and Mary Ellen Smith. second; Ann
Brown and Melonie Lowe, third.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Three son of Dr. and Mrs. John Yezerski.
To qualify for the honor, a stuMurray residents have been named
to the dean's list for the spring 2003 dent must have earned a minimum
3.5 grade point average out of a possemester at Samford University.
sible 4.0 while attempting at least
They are as follows:
Andrew Daniel Parker, son of 12 credit hours of coursework.
The dean's list is the highest acaMr. and Mrs. James Parker;
Amy Elizabeth Travis, daughter demic recognition given by the
school at the end of each semester.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. David Travis;
and Matthew Jordan Yezerski,

Births
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Lynn Morrison of 642 Oakley Rd., Benton, are the
parents of a son, Ethan James Morrison, born on Thursday, June 19, 2003,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds three ounces and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Kimberly Allen.
Grandparents are Jimmy and Mildred Allen of Hardin and Randy and Pat
Morrison of Benton.

Caden Dat Kelly
Dr. Patrick Sean Kelly and Dr. Huong Dinh Kelly of 605 Kingsway Ct.,
Murray, arc the parents of a son, Caden Dat Kelly, born on Saturday, June
14. 2003, at 9:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds six ounces and measured 19 1/2 inches. A brother is Cameron Kelly, 5, and a sister is Kessalyn Kelly, 2.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ciao C. Dinh of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Don C. Kelly of Lexington.

ServiceNew
Rhodes serving on ship
SAN DIEGO. Calif.— Navy Seaman Apprentice Michael D. Rhodes
recently reported for duty aboard the dock landing ship USS Comstock,
homeported at San Diego.
Rhodes, a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High School, Murray, Ky.,
joined the Navy in June 2002.
He is the son of Lafita L. and Gregory T. Rhodes of Hazel.

4.25%
(June, 2003)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardJess of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00'. Since early surrender
charges apply plt:ase call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad 99ANN006

Due to the 4th of July holiday
all church directory news should be in the office
no later than Wednesday morning.
140

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Tuesday, July 1, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway 464 east of
Almo.

Angel Alert issued
An angel alert for a baby crib or bed is needed. Anyone having one to
donate call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

East Council to meet today
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will have
a special called meeting today, June 30, at 5:30 p.m. at the school.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous(AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday,
Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. on Wednesday, and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the
American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only
requirement for attendance is a desire toss=sidgkiag,For information call
436-5675.

Parents Support Group will meet
Parents Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will meet
tonight, June 30,from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call 1-800-children.

MHS reunion reservations due today
The third annual Murray High School reunion will be Saturday, July 5,
at 10:30 a.m. at the MHS building, 501 Doran Rd., Murray. A catered lunch
will be served at $9 per person. Reservations for the lunch must be made by
today June 30, with checks sent to MHS Alumni Association, 203 South
13th St., Murray, KY 42071, attention Roy Weatherly, alumni director.

GCHS Class of 1988 reservations due

Ethan James Morrison

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday, July 1, from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

-eip-

America The Beautiful!

25`)/0

Off
AMERICANA
ir
Entire *
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County High School Class of 1988 will have its 15-year reunion
dinner on Saturday, July 12, 2003, at Carlin's, 1510 Chestnut St. (Five
Points), Murray. Invitations have been mailed to class members whose
addresses were found, but all classmates are encouraged to attend. If you
did not receive an invitation, contact Lisa Farris Satterwhite, class reporter,
at 753-8866, or Mandy Rickman Thompson at 1-270-623-6252 for reservations. Dinner and reunion planning costs per person attending is $22.
Checks made payable to GCHS Class of 1988 Reunion and reservations are
needed by Tuesday, July 1.

Theatre Youth Camp planned
Registration for the Theatre Youth Camp for July 7 to 18 from 10 am. to
1 p.m. each day at Playhouse in the Park is still open for young actors
between the ages of 7 to 16. For more information call the Playhouse at
759-1752.

Veterans need drivers for van
The Disabled American Veterans Association needs both men and
women to drive veterans to the Vanderbilt Hospital at Nashville, Tenn. The
van leaves Murray six days a week. At present, there are only four or five
people available to drive. A person does not have to be a veteran to drive.
All that is required is a valid driver's license and the desire to help the disabled servicemen. Any one interested in volunteering is asked to call Jim
Clemnions at 436-6343.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has listed needs to fill the baskets. They are spaghetti sauce,
beets, carrots and spinach for food needs; laundry detergent, bath tissue and
tooth brushes for adults and children for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; and brown paper bags. These may be taken to the Need Line office on
the first floor of Weaks Community Center. For infoitnation call 753-6333.

Angels Shop now open on Chestnut
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop is now open for business at its new location at 972 Chestnut St., between Sammons' Bakery and Pagliai's. The shop
will be open at its new hours from noon to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays. Volunteers are urgently needed to assist with this communitywide endeavor which benefits the Angels Community Clinic. For more
information call Joan Smith, Angels Attic manager, at 762-0505.

TV'S ARE BACK!
NOW CARRYING THE SUPRA LINE OF TELEVISIONS
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!

Check out
other soles
throughout
the store.

Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer'

Ofie WorldMarketplace
Dixieland Center•7594877
Open Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

-Mr

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"We Service Al! Brands"
212 East Mcin St • 753-1586

oSOS120088
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HEALTH
TUESDAY,JULY 1
Cadiz
First Baptist Church
9:00a.m.- 1 1:30 a.m.
12:30p.m - 2:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY,JULY 2
Nfurray
Save-A-Lot
8:30am.- 11:30am
12:30p.m.- 3:00p.m.
THURSDAY,JULY3
Aurora
1Cenlake Resort Hotel
8:30 a.m. - 1 1:30a.m.
Aurora Bar-B-Q
1:00p.m. - 3:00p.m.
TUESDAY,JULY8
Puryear,TN
Senior Citizen Center
8:30 a.m. - 12:00p.m.
WEDNESDAY,JULY9
Murray
Wellness Center
8:30 a.m. - 1 1:30a.m.
12:30p.m.- 3:00p.m.

EXPRESS

FREE SPORTS PHYSICALS

The hospital's

TUESDAY,JULY 22
Draft'enville
Ponderosa
9:00a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Hardin
Hardin Baptist Bldg.
1:00p.m..3:00p.m.

Health Express will
offer blood pressure

WEDNESDAY,JULY23
Murray
Olympic Plaza
8:30a.m. 1 1:30am.
12:30p.m.- 3:00p.m.

volunteer physicians and nurses, will be hosting its

two-hour blood sugar

annual Free Sports Physicals during the month of

screenings at its stops during the month of July.

July.

If you intend to receive a blood sugar

WEDNESDAY,JULY 30
Murray
WEDNESDAY,JULY 16 First Methodist Church
Murray
8:30a.m.- 1 1:30a.m.
Kroger
12:30p.m.- 300p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30p.m. - 3:00p.m.

two hours after completing a meal. This test is free

Services at Murray-Calloway County Hospital on July 12, 19, and 26

• annually,iffamily history ofdiabetes exists.

from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.The physicals are offeisd to all middle school or

• anytime there is a 20-pound weight gain or loss.

high school athletes at both Murray and Calloway County school

• every three years under all other conditions.

systems. Anyone who plays a sport at either school system must receive

have your blood sugar monitored on the Health

a physical either at the free clinic or from a physician.

Express with a written prescription from your

No pre-registration is required for the Free Sports Physicals. Be

physician and file it with the Health Express nurse.
Your physician will specify the frequency for

sure to bring the form provided by your athletic director. Call Allison

monitoring on the prescription.

Lancaster, Health Promotions Coordinator at Murray-Calloway

An Occult Blood Screening Kit is also

County Hospital, at 762-1832 for more information.

available for $4. This screening detects blood in
the stool.

iracle MomentsMaterniol

These screenings are offered to detect disease
in its earliest stages when there are no symptoms.
If you are experiencing symptoms,you should see

THURSDAY,JULY 17
Benton
Wal-Mart
8:30a.m.- 11:30 a.m.
12:30p.m.- 2:30p.m.

The free physicals will be held in Outpatient

screening, note that the test must be performed

If you are diagnosed with diabetes, you can
TUESDAY,JULY29
Wingo
Town Square
9:00a.m.- 1 1:30a.m.
Lynnville
Burtons Service Station
1:00p.m.-3:00p.m.

Center for Health & Wellness, in conjunction with

checks, pulse and

ofcharge under the following conditions:
THURSDAY,JULY 24
Paris
Wal-Mart
9:00 a.m.- 1 1:30a.m.
12:30p.m. - 2:30p.m.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the

your physician immediately.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes listed here as part of our Miracle
Moments Maternity Package. Pre-registration is required for all classes. For more
information, to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle Moments Maternity
Unit or to pre-register for any classes, call (270) 762-1425.

For more information, please
contact 270.762.1348

COMMUNITY EVENTS
AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR TRAINING
Thursday,July 10 and Monday,July 28 beginning at 8:30 a.m.,the Community Healthcare Foundation
will hold training sessions at 1003 Poplar Street. The sessions taught by a Certified AED instructor will last
approximately six to eight hours. Class space is limited and pre-registration is required.For more information,
call(270)762-1384.

PRE-NATAL NUTRITION CLASSES
Join Rebecca Wright, MS,RD,LD,on Tuesday,July 15 from 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. to learn the important
role of diet for a healthy pregnancy.The class is recommended for women in their first trimester,so healthy
eating habits can be established early in their pregnancy, but any mother expecting is encouraged to attend.
Rebecca will discuss why proper nutrition is necessary for you and your baby and how to achieve this. Free
for Wellness Center members and those pre-paid for Miracle Moments.Pre-register at(270)762-1348.

WEIGHT IVIA:frERS
Join our monthly group weight maintenance program that includes a nutrition counseling session or personal
training session each month in addition to the monthly meeting. The next group meeting will be held on
Tuesday,July 8 beginning at 4:30 p.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness.Tojoin, you must have been in
Winning By Losing, had previous nutrition counseling or personal training. You mustjoin for at least six
months and the fee is $75.This month's class will be led by Adam Blalock,Exercise Specialist and Personal
Trainer. For more information please contact, Health Promotions Coordinator,Allison Lancaster,at
(270)762- I 832.

SHAPEDOWN
A weight management program for teens. Rebecca Wright, MS.RD,LD and Jeff Scott, Exercise Specialist
will lead this 10-week weight management program for teenagers. The program consists of educational and
physical activity sessions that combine diet,exercise,and manage weight. The cost is $275 per family for 10
weeks. Wellness Center members get a 20% discount. You must pre-register and have approval from
physician to participate. For more information, please call Health Promotions Coordinator,Allison Lancaster
at(270)762-1832.

PRE-NATAL EXERCISE DAILY
Keep you and your baby in shape throughout your pregnancy. Exercise makes you look and feel better, and
best of all, makes delivery much easier. Classes are taught by Exercise Specialist and Certified Pre-Natal
Exercise Instructor Kristine Warren. Aquatic classes are on Monday. Wednesday,and Friday. Land
classes are held weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays. For more information, please contact, Health
Promotions Coordinator, Allison Lancaster, at(270)762-1832.

DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT CLASSES
These classes are presented by the Center for Diabetes and help create awareness on the latest diabetic
treatments and self-management techniques. For more information or to sign up for the classes, please call
(270)762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840,ext.1806. Thursday,July 17, and Friday.July 18 classes are being
held at the Center for Health & Wellness from 8 a.m. 4:30 p.m.

MURRAY
July Prepared Childbirth
MONDAY -July 14, 21,& 28
7 p.m.-9 p.m.,Center for Health & Wellness

UPPORT
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT
SUPPORT
Tuesday,July 8
4:30 pm•MCCH Board Room.
Tuesday,July 22
4:30 pm•MCCH Board Room.
Contact Cindy Ragsdale for more
information at 270-762-1108.

No meetings scheduled for
July. Contact Marlane Newell at
270-753-0043.

BREASTFEEDING
SUPPORT
MOTHER TO MOTHER

ARTHRITIS
SUPPORT

No meetings scheduled for
July. Contact Kim Jastremsky at
270-759-4746.

No meetings scheduled for July.
Contact Allison Lancaster for more
information at 270-762-1348.

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT

Tuesday,July 8
12:00 pm •Senior Citizen Center.
Education Program on Respite
Care.
Tuesday,July 22
Tuesday,July 22
6:30 pm•Center for Health &
Wellness classroom.Contact Evelyn 12:00 pm •Senior Citizen Center.
Will offer group exercise. Contact
Wallis for more information at
Dixie Hopkins,at 270-753-6001.
270-489-2462.

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT
Thursday,July 10
6:30 pm •MCCH Private Dining
Room #1. Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at
270-762-1274.

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS
Thursday,July 24
7:30 pm•MCCH Private Dining
Room #1. Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at
270-762-1274,or Hilda Bennett
at 731-498-8324.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

803 POPLAR STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 • 1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100
For a complete listing of MCCIrs Comm('nit.

clitN. Support Groups. Width Express stops & Prime Life activities. visit us on-line at www.murrayhospitaLorg
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Pujols' blasts lift Cards

ZURGA AP
GOIN DEEP. TWICE ... St. Louis' Albert Pujois points into the crowd as he
heads to the dugout after hitting a home run against the Royals in the fourth
inning of Sunday's game in Kansas City. Pujols hit two in the Cards' win.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)— Shut down
Albert Pujols once? Maybe. Twice?
Unlikely, but possible.
Three times in a row? Uh-uh.
Pujols, 1-for-9 in the first two games of
St. Louis' series against
Kansas City, hit two solo
homers and drove in
three runs as the
the
Cardinals
beat
Royals 13-6 on Sunday.
Pujols went 4-for-6,
raising his major leagueleading average to .391. He opened St.
Louis' two-run fourth inning with his first
homer of the dargiVinTithe Cardinals a 6-2
lead, and made it 8-2 with a leadoff shot that
sparked St. Louis' six-run sixth.
"So I went I-for-9 before — so what?"
Pujols said."I knew I was going to get my atbats today, and I wasn't going to give any atbats away."
Jim Edmonds also drove in three runs for
the Cardinals, who wore vintage uniforms of
the 1928 St. Louis Stars.on Negro Leagues
Day at Kauffman Stadium. The Royals wore
uniforms of the 1924 Kansas City Monarchs.

Both of Pujols' home runs came off starter
Chris George (9-5), who gave up 10 runs on
11 hits before being lifted with one out in the
sixth.
"If there's a better lineup in baseball, I
don't know who's got it," George said. "If I
go out there again and make the same pitches I made today, I probably get a win."
Brett Tomko(4-5) went seven innings for
the Cardinals, who stayed on top of the NL
Central and dropped the Royals into a tie
with Minnesota for the AL Central lead.
Tornko gave up four runs on four hits with
three strikeouts and one walk. He won for
the second time in his last three starts —
after going winless in eight starts before that.
"It's been a struggle, to put it lightly,"
Tornko said. "But the last three times out,
I've finally figured a few things out."
After Kansas City's Desi Relaford led off
the first with a home run, St. Louis took control of the game with a wild five-run second
inning — capped by Pujols' RBI single —
that saw two players and possibly a third hurt
on one play.
With the bases loaded and no outs, St.
Louis' J.D. Drew hit a groundball to first

baseman Ken Harvey, who threw to second
to force out Joe Girardi. Harvey then turned
to cover first and ran into Drew as he reached
the base safely with an RBI fielder's choice
that put the Cardinals up 2-1.
Girardi, who slid into second trying to
break up the double play, left after the second inning with a strained lower back. He
said he did not know if he hurt himself sliding or trying to field Michael Tucker's foul
bunt in the bottom of the second.
Drew was removed for pinch-runner
Kerry Robinson after reaching third on Bo
Hart's double.
Harvey finished the inning, getting an
assist on Edmonds' RBI grounder, but was
replaced by Morgan Burkhart to start the
third.
Girardi caught the bottom of the second
and was removed for pinch-hitter Mike
Matheny in the third.
Drew sustained a right hip flexor strain,
and Harvey bruised his left shoulder.
After Edmonds' run-scoring grounder,
Hart's RBI double made it 4-1. The
Cardinals' first run also came on an unusual
play.

Williams sisters advance at Wimbledon
WIMBLEDON. England (AP)
— Venus Williams avenged her
French Open defeat and advanced to
the Wimbledon quarterfinals for the
sixth consecutive year by beating
Vera Zvonareva 6-1, 6-3 today.
upset
by
Williams
was
Zvonareva four weeks ago in the
fourth round at Paris. her earliest
exit at a Grand Slam event in two
years.
But that was on clay, and on her
favorite sin face -- Wimbledon's
t \A, i me champion
grass
Williams was a much more confident, aggressive opponent. She
raced to a 5-0 lead and closed out
the victory in 59 minutes.

• Advancing in rapid succession
along with the No: 4-seeded
Williams were defending champion
Serena Williams, No. 2-seeded Kim
Clijsters. No. 5 Lindsay Davenport
and No.8 Jennifer Capriati. The five
Winners swept every' set and lost a
total of 23 games.
Top-seeded Serena Williams won
16 of the first 18 points and heat No.
15 Elena Dementieva 6-2, 6-2 in 50
minutes.
Clijsters worked even faster,
eliminating No. 13 Ai'Sugiyama 63, 6-2 in 49 minutes. Clijsters has
lost 12 games in four matches.
Davenport, the 1999 Wimbledon
champion, beat unseeded Shinobu

ASagoe 6-4, 6-1. Capriati eliminated
No. 10 Anastasia Myskina 6-2,6-3.
All 16 fourth-round matches for
the men and women were scheduled
for today. Because the start of play
was delayed by rain on the outer
courts, the Williams sisters,
Clijsters, Davenport and Capriati
found themselves in action at the
same time.'
Rain again interrupted play at
mid-afternoon with four men's
fourth-round matches under way.
Alexander Popp grew up in
Germany idolizing Boris Becker,
and yet when.he-won-his-first three
matches at Wimbledon, the London
media tried to claim him as their

"There was perhaps a little more
own. That's partly because Popp's
mother was born in England, and uncertainty than in previous years,
partly because no Englishman has for obvious reasons," the 10th-seedwon Wimbledon since 1936.
ed Henman said."But at this stage, I
"Well, it's up to you," Popp said. couldn't be happier with the way I
"But obviously I've been playing for played in the past two matches."
Germany the last 26 years, and it
18-year-old
Henman
beat
doesn't look like it's going to Swedish qualifier Robin Soderling
change. ... A part of me is English, 6-3, 6-1, 6-4 in the third round
that's for sure. But I grew up in
Saturday.
-Germany."
Henman has reached the semifiSo Britain is left with just one
nals
four of the past five years, loshope: Tim Henman. Again.
ing
each
time to the eventual chamThe island nation's concern about
the shoulder injury he has been nurs- pion. London tabloids poke fun at
ing this year was alleviated when he his failures, but a triumph in the
lost just one set in three matches last final Sunday would make him a candidate for knighthood.
week.
Donna Shalala
Miami Athletics Director

Kirksey Ball Park Anniversary

Deadline
on ACC
nears for
Hurricanes

Happy 40th!
Founders, coaches and umpires gathered on Saturday to
commemerate the 40th anniversary of the Kirksey Ball Park.
(Top left photo) The founders of the facility in attendance
were (from left) James Harrison, Ray Broach, Jamie Washer,
grandson of the late Jim Washer, Martha Cole and LaJeanna
Chapman, wife and daughter of the late James Calvin
Paschall, LouAnn McCallon, Erin and Lesse McCallon, wife
and grandchildren of the late Buster McCallon, Elaine Jones
and Paul Ross Jones, wife and son of the late Paul D. Jones.
(Bottom left) The orginial Kirksey Ball Park coaches included
James Harrison, Martha Cole and LaJeanna Chapman, wife
and daughter of James Calvin Paschall, J.R. Smith, Lubie
Parrish, R.G. Henson, Mike Rose and James Tucker. (Top)
Orginial umpires Cecil McLeod, and Ruth Hoke, wife of the
late Robert Hoke, were also honored at the celebration.
-Photos By ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Kohl decides not to seel Milwaukee Bucks to Jordan
Milwaukee Bucks
MILWAUKEE (AP)
owner Herb Kohl has decided not to sell the
team to Michael Jordan.
Kohl said Sunday that he had extensive
negotiations with Jordan hut that he doesn't
want to part with the team right now.
"On balance. I simply decided that I am not
yet prepared to sell the team at this time," the
senator said in a statement released by the
team.
Kohl. D-Wis. said he would continue to

own the team. "improve them, and commit player and was a member of six Chicago Bulls
championship teams. He retired as a player in
them to remaining in Wisconsin."
Previously. Kohl had said he was willing to October 1993, came back in March 1995, and
sell the team he bought for $18 million in retired again in January 1999.
Jordan joined the Washington Wizards in
1985, with the stipulation that any new owner
January 2000 as an executive and part owner.
must agree to keep the team in Milwaukee.
Messages left with Jordan's spokeswoman, But he gave up his ownership stake, as NBA
Estee Portnoy. Bucks spokeswoman Cheri rules r&luired, to return to the court as a
Hanson said no one was available to comment Wizards player in September 2001. then
played two seasons for Washington before
further.
Jordan is a five-time NBA most valuable retiring again after last season.

Bucks coach George Karl was in Greece
Sunday, but his agent, Bret Adams, said he
would be pleased with the news.
"I know George's feelings towards Sen.
Kohl have always been very positive and I'm
sure George will be very happy that Sen. Kohl
will be maintaining ownership of the team,"
Adams said.
Karl is heading into a lame-duck season
under the two-year contract extension that
pays him $7 million a year.

MIAMI (AP) — The University
of Miami is on the clock.
University president Donna
Shalala and athletic director Paul
Dee were scheduled to announce at
4 p.m. today whether the Hurricanes
will remain in the Big East
Conference or accept an invitation
to join the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
Today is the last day Miami can
exit the Big East by paying a $1
million penalty. That fee could double if Miami leaves for the ACC
after today.
Syracuse chancellor Kenneth
Shaw and athletic director Jake
Crouthamel were in regular contact
with Miami's leaders over the
weekend, Syracuse spokesman
Kevin Morrow said Sunday.
"Phone lines have been burning
up around the Big East the past several days," Morrow said. "There's
been a lot of conversations among
the Big East presidents with the
intentions of putting together a very
strong proposal to keep Miami."
Morrow said he had received no
indications of what Miami's decision may be.
"I don't know the last time people in Syracuse rooted for Miami,
but there's going to be a lot of people here doing that on Monday,"
Morrow said.
Virginia Tech, which was a late
addition to the expansion saga, has
already said it will accept the invitation it received last week to lea<le
the Big East and join the ACC.
Several Miami officials and
trustees declined comment or did
not respond to messages left
weekend.
throughout
the
Representatives from both the ACC
and Big East said Sunday their
respective conferences were not yet
aware of Miami's decision.
ACC presidents voted May 13 to
expand their nine-school league to
12. largely so it could add a conference football championship game,
one that would raise $12 million or
more annually.
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St. Jude winner
thinking British

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
753-8355

David King 901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
28 646
—
51
Atlanta
61/2
44
34
564
Philadelphia
556
7
Montreal
45
36
41
42 494 12
Florida
46 425 17 1/2
New York
34
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
37 538 —
43
St Louis
42
38
525
1
Chicago
39 519
1 1/2
42
Houston
5
Cincinnati
38
42 475
44
436
8
Pittsburgh
34
47 413 10
Milwaukee
33
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
32 600
48
San Francisco
3
563
35
45
Los Angeles
550
4
36
44
Arizona
71/2
506
42
41
Colorado
337 21 1/2
55
28
San Diego

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct. GB
51
30 .630
—
New York
47
33 .588
3 1/2
Boston
5 1/2
36 .561
Toronto
46
44 .443 15
Baltimore
35
26
54 .325 24 1/2
Tampa Bay

Sunday's Games

Texas 8, Houston 5
Minnesota 5, Milwaukee 4, 10 innings
St. Louis 13, Kansas City 6
Chicago Cubs 5, Chicago White Sox 2
San Diego 8, Seattle 6
Anaheim 3, Los Angeles 1
Oakland 5, San Francisco 2
N V Yankees 5. N.Y. Mets 3

Montreal 10, Toronto 2
Arizona 5, Detroit 3, 10 innings
Cleveland 3, Cincinnati 1
Atlanta 2, Tampa Bay 0
Pittsburgh 9, Colorado 0
Philadelphia 4, Baltimore 3
Boston 11, Florida 7

Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
43
42
39
32
18

Minnesota
Kansas City
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit

37
36
42
47
61

.538
_538
.481
.405
.228

—
—
4 1/2
10 1/2
24 1/2

West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

52
46
40
31

28
34
39
49

650
575
506
388
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Auburn confers with
NCAA about probe

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)—David
Toms loves the unexpected. That's
why he can't wait for the British
Open at Royal St. George's, a
course he knows nothing about.
"I think there's some blind tee
shots from what I've heard," Toms
said. "It's tough to get the ball in
the fairway, and they said the wind
will pull it. It seems like a typical British Open. I like it. I enjoy
playing golf over there.
"No matter how good you're
playing, you never know what to
expect just because the weather conditions can turn."
Toms knows that too well
because he went from a share of
the first-round lead to 83rd at
Muirfield last year. But he is ready
to try again after shooting a 7under 64 Sunday to win the St.
Jude Classic, his second victory
in eight , weeks.
"You go over there and prepare and play the best you can,
and you never know what you're
going to get," Toms said.
First, Toms will go to the Western Open this week near Chicago, then take a week off. He
proved himself ready for a challenge Sunday, making birdie on four
consecutive holes after a bogey

on No. 1 that saw him hit a tree
with his drive.
On a nearly perfect day where
42 of 78 players were under par
and five were tied atop the leaderboard early, Toms had an eagle,
eight birdies and three bogeys for
a 20-under 264 total as he held
off Nick Price by three strokes.
'Toms picked up his ninth PGA
Tour victory in a town where his
swing instructor lives and he visits for duck hunting. The $810,000
winner's check moved him to 10th
on the career money list with more
than $16 million.
"I knew if I played my game,
I was going to be there in the
end," Toms said. "I felt good about
my game even after I bogeyed
the first hole. That's what I'm
doing a lot better now than I did
early in my career. I wouldn't say
I'm the guy to beat, but I definitely like my chances."
Price tied his career-low round
with a 62 to finish at 267.
Bob Estes, the 2001 winner,
shot a 65 to match Fredrik Jacobson (67) and Richard Johnson (69)
at 268. Lee Janzen, tied atop the
;,leaderboard with five holes left.
finished with a 68 to tie for sixth
with Bob Crane (67) at 269

MARK HUMPHREY AP

WELL DONE ... David Toms is congratulated by his caddie, Scott Gneiser, right, on the 18th green after winning
the St. Jude Classic Sunday in Memphis, Tenn. Toms won
the tournament with a 20-under-par 264, three strokes ahead
of Nick Price.

FBI searching for Baylor athlete

A former roommate and longWACO, Texas (AP) — The
AUBURN,Ala.(AP) — Auburn plete its investigation by last Dec.
officials have met with the NCAA I. It did not.
FBI joined the search for a Bay- time friend in Albuquerque, N.M.,
The enforcement staff will deter- lor basketball player who hasn't Senque Carey, said Dennehy had
enforcement staff in hopes of reaching a conclusion to its investiga- mine if a formal letter of inquiry been heard from in two weeks, never been the sort to disappear
tion into the men's basketball pro- is needed.
fueling fears among teammates for days on end without calling
Auburn has been working with and friends that the center with someone, or the sort to put himgram. There are still issues to be
the NCAA to determine charges NBA dreams may be dead.
self in danger.
resolved, however.
Auburn officials met with the of impropriety brought by a selfPolice suspect Patrick James
"I just remember Pat as being
enforcement staff at NCAA head- described sports agent, Mike Walk- Dennehy, 21, was killed in the always to himself. He wasn't like
quarters in Indianapolis on Friday. er, over the recruitment of Jackie Waco area. His sport utility vehi- a person who would cause trouThe Birmingham News report- Butler of McComb, Miss.
cle, its license plates missing, was ble for no reason," said Carey,
Butler's attorney, Donald Jack- found abandoned in a mall park- who played basketball with Dened Sunday that the meeting was
called to obtain a "status report" son, said Walker told the NCAA ing lot in Virginia last week.
nehy on the University of New
on the year-old investigation. that Butler and his family received
Auburn athletics director David inappropriate benefits from AAU
president coach Mark Komara and Auburn.
Housel,
university
Jackson said Walker's allegations
William Walker and attorneys repwere untrue and added that Auburn,
resenting the school attended.
• MAYFIELD, Ky. — Mayfield Golf and Country Club will host the 2003
The NCAA has been investi- Komara and Butler are innocent.
West Kentucky Junior Golf Championships July 7. The tournaments, open to
The NCAA intetvieRedLwo—boys ages 10-18 and girls 12-18, will begin with a shotgun start at 8 a.m.
gating the Auburn program over
charges of improper benefits from Auburn players and two assistant
The entry deadline is Tuesday, and the tournament is open to the first 80
an AAU coach and other induce- coaches last September, but has paid,entries. The $25 entry fee per player includes lunch, and tee times are
a practice round on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday.
ments. The NCAA told the school not interviewed two key figures required for
Boys ages 10-11 and girls 12-13 will play nine holes, while the boys' 12last October in a preliminary let- in former Auburn assistant coach
13, 14-15 and 16-18 and girls' 14-15 and 16-18 divisions will play 18 holes.
ter of inquiry that it would corn- Mike Wilson or Komara.
All golfers must arrive by 7:30 a.m, on the day of the tournament.

Mexico team before Dennehy transferred to Baylor his junior year.
Waco police say Dennehy's
teammates and others have been
questioned about the disappearance of the 6-foot-10, 230-pound
center and junior speech communications major from Santa Clara,
Calif. Police declined to comment
Sunday, saying a news conference
was planned for this afternoon.

ortsBriefs

Service

=

Rene Salinas, an spokesman in
the FBI's San Antonio office, said
Sunday that the FBI was helping
Waco police in the investigation.
He declined further comment.
John Cunningham, a speech
communications professor at the
Waco university, said Dennehy
was working on an independent
study project for his class this
summer.

71-teSee

Installation

fc‘
.4
Heating & Air=

• Full Line of Air Quality Equipment Available
• Gas Line Installation • 24-Hour Emergency Service
• Free Estimates • Licensed & Insured (KY HVAC M04346)

We Service All Brands of Air-Conditioning Equipment

759-1457 • 293-2696 (mobile)

West Wood Wines
and Liquors
1224 W. Wood St. • Hwy.54 & 69 • Paris, TN • 731-642-7714
Frankie McNutt
7534580

Billie Wilson
Ginger Pickens Mary Jane Roberson
753-9534

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

7594922

753-7219

Li
Canadian Mist

Xalixco Tequila

Cruzan Flavored Run

1.75 ml

1.75 ml

1.75 L

$15.97

$31.95

$17.97

-r4-7 -or

Homes FOR LIVIIIG•
Brenda Jones
753-6178

11•111111161111111•11A11

Judy Johnston
437-4446

711 Main St.• Murray • 753-1222

murraykyrealestate.com

uor Prices

Jose Cuervo
Authentic Margarita

New Item
Taaka Vodka

1.75 L

1.75 L

$15.98

$11.72

CHECK OUT OUR
EXPANDED
TEQUILA
SECTION

•
11,

Betty Jeffcoat
759-1656

Top
i AGENTS

MILLER LITE
TRUCKLOAD SALE

Earleene Woods
753-9563

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

1 DAY ONLY - JULY 3RD
Cases & 18 Packs of
Miller Lite, Coors Light,
Milwaukee's Best,
Milwaukee's Best Light
FREE HOT DOGS
& HAMBURGERS

Deli Open 10-2
Over 60
Imported Beers! immo
N•

Professional, dedicated
and proven sellers — these
agents work hard to find you
the right home
Beth Miller

Kathy Kopperud

270-924-0420

753-6620

WAREHOUSE SPECIALS!
•BUD •BUD LIGHT
-MILLER LITE
-COORS LIGHT

Celebrating
Our 28th

BUSCH
BUSCH LIGHT

Year In

case $1 2og

Business!

plus tax

Rich Rollins

Bill Kopperud

Amos McCarty

753-8421

Principal Broker

436-5709

case

97
1)
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1
4
plus tax

1 Milwaukee's Best
Milwaukee's Best Light
$962

case

.)

plus tax
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LCP-II program sign-up ends July 3
WASHINGTON — USDA's Farm Service natural disaster. LCP-1 provided assistance
Agency Administrator James R. Little today only in those counties named as a primary
announced that sign-up for the 2002 county under a Secretarial disaster designaLivestock Compensation Program II (LCP-II) tion for drought.
"These programs have been tremendously
ends July 3, 2003.
Sign-up for LCP-II, authorized under the successful and are further evidence of this
Agricultural Assistance Act of 2003, began Administration's commitment to providing
April 1, 2003. Under this expanded program, assistance to producers who are adversely
USDA provides assistance to livestock pro- affected by natural disasters," Little said.
ducers in certain counties not covered under "USDA is making every effort to ensure that
LCP-I. LCP-II provides direct payments to eligible producers are able to participate."
As of June 12, more than 107,000 produclivestock owners and producers in counties
named as primary disaster areas for damages ers had applied for LCP-II assistance based on
and losses under a Secretarial or Presidential 11.5 million head of eligible livestock. These
disaster designation after Jan. 1, 2001,for any applications total more than $203 million and

Look at assets when
considering agritourism

Photo provided

WHOLE LOTTA CABBAGE
... Logan Canter, a fourth
at
student
grade
Elementary
Southwest
School, poses with a cabbage he grew from a plant
donated to students by
Bonnie Farms. Canter's
cabbage measured 37 1/2
inches in circumference.
Logan is the son of Brent
and Molly Canter.

Hawaiian
program helps
immigrant
small farmers
WAIALUA, Hawaii (AP) —
When Somchay Manivong looks at
a pesticide canister, the warning
label and usage chart are written in
a foreign language: English.
That's causing problems for
Manivong,a Laotian, and a growing
number of immigrant small farmers
on the islands.
"They don't know, a lot of
times," which chemicals to use and
how to apply them, said 52-year-old
Manivong, who grows Japanese
cucumber and zucchini on four
acres in Waialua.
A program offered by the
University of Hawaii's College of
Tropical Agriculture and Human
Resources in cooperation with the
state teaches immigrant farmers
how to properly apply pesticides. It
targets small groups of farmers in
the field.
Roughly one in every five farms
in Hawaii is owned or operated by
an immigrant, according to the college. Hawaii's declining sugar
industry is largely behind the
growth in small farms, with many
displaced workers growing everything from pumpkins and tomatoes
to string beans and okra.
The impetus for pesticide training came in 1997, when a state
Health Department survey of produce markets showed high levels of
illegal pesticides on some crops and
incorrect application of chemicals
on others.

the more money that is eventually
By LAURA SKILLMAN
spent."
—
As
CAVE CIIY, Ky.
Physical resources include the
Kentucky,s farmers continue to look
at new venues to add income to their amount of land owned or leased,
farming operations, they are looking type of land, topography, water
at agritourism with increasing inter- resources, additional land of neighbors who might be -interesting in
est.
partnering, accommodations, buildjumping
into
this
industry,
Before
which is very different than tradi- ings and working facilities, fencing,
tional agriculture enterprises, people on-farm roads, trails and adequacy
should do an analysis of their farm,s of parking including space for motor
coaches.
assets.
Other physical resources include
"Agritourism sounds simple but
it is not," said Lori Garkovich, a wildlife on the farm, fishing, wildrural sociologist with the University flowers and other plants, birds, natuof Kentucky College of Agriculture. ral geological formations and vistas.
When looking at the physical
"It's one of those things that requires
a different set of skills and different assets look at what kinds of combiset of attitudes than oftentimes farm nations are available at the site, she
owners and farm operators have said. Operations and management
resources include interpersonal
been working with.
"You've got to really think about skills, knowledge of natural systems
how having the natural resources or and the area, skill at managing othassets are not enough for success. ers and organizing task performAs important is effective planning ance, attitudes about meeting new
and a careful assessment of your people, having new experiences and
own strengths and what you can change, marketing knowledge and
bring to the experience to make it - skills, and availability of time.
Type of production methods
marketable," Garkovich told farmers during recent agritourism confer- used, types of commodities proences
in
Cave
City
and duced, animals raised, machinery
and availability and cost of labor all
Hopkinsville.
Basically there are five types of need to be considered when reviewassets. The first is the physical ing operations and management
resources of the land. Another is assets, she said.
"One of the first questions
operations and management assets
of the owner. People resources, a you,ve got to ask yourself is, am I
legal environment and community willing to spend and invest my time
assets make up the remaining types. or family member's time in talking,
"I believe that agritourism can with and answering the questions of
help rural communities," she said. these visitors," Garkovich said.
People resources include family,
"If done thoughtfully and with a
coordinated set of partnerships, then neighbors and others who are willit becomes consequential not just for ing to participate in the enterprise as
the farmer but the community at well as supportive professional
large. Because the purpose of this is assistance and availability of technito make money and you make more cal assistance.
Additionally, the proximity of
money the longer a person stays in
the community. So the more you can neighboring properties must be conlink things in the community into sidered. For example, how will the
your place, the longer they stay and neighbors respond to the proposed

GAS
TRIMMER
FS45
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$154 million has already been paid to producers.
Eligible livestock includebeef and dairy
cattle; buffalo and beefalo, when maintained
on the same basis as beef cattle: and sheep
and goats; livestock that was owned or subject
to a cash lease on June 1, 2002, and have been
owned or cash leased by the lessee for a minimum of 90 calendar days.
Sign-up for the Livestock Assistance
Program (LAP), also authorized under the
Agricultural Assistance Act of 2003, will
begin in July. LAP will provide $250 million
in assistance for 2001 or 2002 grazing losses.
Nonfat dry milk is also available for

enterprise?
A critical part of determining
whether to move forward with a particular agritourism venture is legal
and regulatory issues. Those include
planning and zoning ordfirances,
health regulations, tax structures,
environmental regulations and
more.
Community assets include places
for visitors to stay or eat, other agritourism enterprises in the area, other
entertainment, local activities or
special events, shopping and historical sites and museums.
After reviewing all the assets, it
is time to pull it all together — linking assets to opportunities. That
means looking at why people vacation, what do visitors want and what
will they pay to see or do.
Establish goals and a mission.
Ask what your reasons are for developing the enterprise; consider what
the benefits will be to you and your
family, to your visitors and your
community. Also, determine what
kinds of visitors you want to attract
such as school children or motor
coaches. And decide how much net
profit the enterprise will have to produce for you to feel good about the
enterprise.
"The opportunities are limited
only by your imagination,"
Garkovich said. "The potential
returns are significant, but I think
the most important thing is that you
are building a better understanding
of agriculture and the farming
lifestyle as well as instilling an
appreciation for the work that it
takes to bring food and fiber to
America. If you are going to have
visitors to your farm, think about
what story you want to tell about
your farm and what you want people
to learn."
For more information on agritourism, contact a local office of the
UK Cooperative Extension Service.

Don't Forget The Fourth
and The
Big Events
Happening
Here in
41.!
Murray & Calloway County!
Customize Your Home With A Quality Garage Door

GAS BLOWER
13G55

Livestock Feed Assistance for 2003 in order
to provide help for foundation livestock operations. State and Tribal governments are
responsible for determining eligibility and
distributing the non-fat dry milk (NDM) to
producers. A total of 10 states are eligible to
purchase surplus USDA stocks of NDM from
Commodity Credit Corporation(CCC)inventory.
USDA's Farm Service Agency (FSA) has
developed a Web site that provides producers
with one convenient location for details on
new and existing FSA disaster assistance. The
Web site can be accessed at www.usda.gov or
at http://disaster.fsa.usda.gov.

Home grown
tomatoes encounter
various problems
Big Boy, Jet Star, Brandywine,
Rutgers, Sweet 100, Early Girl and
Roma. We've had a scattering of
ripe tomatoes for several weeks
from a
number of
varieties but
now they're
beginning
to ripen in
earnest. The
most popular garden
vegetable
also has as
Agriculture many probUpdate
lems as any
By Lloyd
garden vegWeatherly
etable and
Calloway County the problems are
Agriculture
Extension Agent beginning to
make themselves
known.
Blossom end rot is rather disheartening because it typically
appears just as fruit begins to
ripen. End rot causes dark sunken
areas on the blossom end of the
tomato (the end nearest the
ground). Moisture fluctuations
affect calcium uptake, which
results in end rot. Mulch plants to
help keep moisture uniform. Soil
test this fall to determine lime
requirements for next year. Lime
supplies calcium. If you don't
need to lime next year you can add
gypsum to the planting hole.
Gypsum supplies calcium without
raising the pH. Some garden stores
sell calcium chloride sprays, which
may help reduce a current problem.
Fungus diseases are prevalent
on tomatoes. I noticed some early
blight leaf spots on the lower
leaves of several of our plants.
Early blight, fusarium wilt and
verticillium wilt are common in
our area, have a similar disease
progression and control procedures. Typically lower leaves
develop yellowish irregular spots
that coalesce. Leaves turn brown
and defoliate. Disease progresses,
"firing up" and wilting the plant,
slowing production and possibly
resulting in death of the plant.
Fungus diseases overwinter in
plant debris so sanitation is important. Don't crowd plants in the
garden so there will be adequate
air circulation. Fungicides such as
mancozeb and chlorothalonil help
reduce infection and progression.
Spray preventatively or at first
sign of disease. Rotate the planting
area annually if there is room.
Southern blight is also a fairly
common fungus disease that produces white cottony mycelium at

Alk.

the plant crown. Rotate.
Bacterial diseases may also produce leaf spots and wilting but are
not as prevalent as fungus diseases
and are not controlled by fungicides. In some situations copper
sprays are used but for home gardeners rotation and sanitation are
keys to disease prevention and
reduction.
Tomato spotted wilt virus
begins with dark patches on the
terminal leaves of plants. Wilting
and yellowing progresses down
the plant and may result in plant
death. TSWV is spread by drips,
small insects that feed on a variety
of plants. After identifying TSWV
remove infected plants to reduce
spread to healthy plants.
Nematodes cause stunting and
yellowing of plants. These microscopic worms feed on plant roots
resulting in root swelling and
knots. Look for knots when you
pull plants up in the fall.
Nematicides are not available for
home gardeners. Rotation is also
beneficial when nematodes are a
problem.
Some tomato varieties contain
resistance to certain fungus, nematode and virus diseases. To reduce
disease problems look for tags
denoting disease resistance.
Waterlogging may also result in
wilt but wilting is over a relatively
short period of time ager prolonged or heavy rain. Plants suffocate because part of the soil pore
space that is normally filled with
oxygen contains moisture.
Sometimes plants recover as the
soil dries out. Sometimes they
don't.
Disease agents account for
many tomato problems but environmental and physiological disorders also occur. Catfacing is distorted and malformed fruit caused
by cool temperatures during fruit
set. Sunscald causes light colored
areas on ripe fruit, particularly
when tomatoes have been pruned
or suckered heavily or plants defoliate from disease. Fruit cracks
occur when plants that are growing in hot dry conditions receive
heavy rain or watering. Sometimes
decay organisms enter the cracks
and fruit rots. Mulch and maintain
even soil moisture. Extreme temperatures (below 55 F and above
90 F), excess nitrogen, dry soil
and shading may result in poor
fruit set.
Tomatoes in the garden have
many problems. Pesticides are just
one component of disease reduction. Problem identification is the
first step in control. Rotation, sanitation and resistant varieties also
help.

24 flours A Day, 7 Days A Week...
Now In Your Neighborhood
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MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

_57/ANL

INCORPORATED
Sales • Service • Installation
Custom, Private or Commercial

RAYNOR.
GARAGE 000r4S
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FALWELL CONSTRUCTION
(270) 293-2512

Oxygen & Medical Equipment
Call And Ask About
Portable Oxygen
Without All The Tanks!
270-762-0602 • 1-866-280-3494
82 SPRUCE ST., SUITE 100, MURRAY
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Classifieds
All real estate advertised herein is subiect to the Federal Fau
Housing Act. which makes ii illegal to advertise any preference.
limitation on discnnunatuan based on race volor. religion. sea,
handicap. tanultal status or national origin. Of intention to make
all, such preferences. limitations or discrimination

Advertisers are requested to check the test
insertion ot their ads to any error Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediaterv so cc,,ectior.s can be made

State laws turbid discrimmation in the s.ak. rental or advertising of
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under fed.
cral law

AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon 11 a.m.
Tuesday.
Monday

We will out knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which
is in violation of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised arc av allahle or an equal
opporturuty basis

Mon 5 p.m.

Wednesday

Wed 11 a.m.

Thursday

For further ASSN:AMC o iiA
hl,L1114AU,criiig
requirements. contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milam.
1703)648-1000

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur 12 p.m.

Saturday

cre

Var.
C••••••• I we..•

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

060

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
111SP'11,AY ADIS
$7.50 Column Inch, 60ci Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ado Mud t Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

LINE Al)S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$2.75 extra for Shopper Mon Claiiiiifieds go into Shopping Guide VLSU extra for blind box ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

TO: Ricky Lynn Rhodes
RE: Calloway Circuit Court, Case No. 03-CI-00056
Caption: Tressia Kay Pridemore Rhodes, Petitioner vs. Ricky Lynn
Rhodes, Respondent
The undersigned attorney was appointed Warning Order Attorney
by the Calloway Circuit Court to notify Ricky Lynn Rhodes that a
Petition for Dissolution of Marriage has been filed to dissolve the
parties marriage. The Petitioner asserts that the marriage is irretrievably broken and requests the Court to grant a Decree of
Dissolution of Marriage.
Unless a defense or answer to the Petition for Dissolution of
Marriage is made by you within 50 days after the publication date of
this Notice, a judgment by default may be granted against you
Copies of the Petition for Dissolution of Marriage can be obtained
from the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway County
Judicial Building, 312 North 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Gerald Bell, Esp.
Haverstock, Bell & Pitman
211 South 12th Street
P.O. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY
SEEKING bids for Lawn
University
of
mowing
Heights Apt. for remainder
of 2003 Send bids to Winterwood Inc. 342-Walter
Ave Suite 1, Lexington KY
40504-2911 Attn: Rowena
Bostick. Must show proof
insurance/
liability
of
$250,000. For more info
contact Kathy Webber
759-2282. Bids taken until
July 3, 2003.

DRIVER/OWNER operators, No hassle driving. No
up front money, no loading
or unloading, no forced NE
or Canada. Fleets welcome. $1.500 sign on bonus. $500 upon 1st disFULL-TIME ready mix operator for local company.
Apply in person or call
(270) 753-3355 after noon.
108 C.C. Lowry Drive
CDL Class B CDL required.
ROUTE driver Full-time
vending Route in Calloway
Base pay plus commission
applications available at
Lambert Vending 411 N
4th St Murray Ky Mail applications to 625 S 4th St
in Paducah Ky

050
Lost and Found
3 month old basset puppy
white/black/tan
reward
436-6255

Ledger it Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

$2,000.00
SIGN-ON BONUS!!!
For RN'S!!!! Are you looking for an exciting career in geriatric nursing?
Britthaven of Benton is the place for
you. We offer excellent benefits along
with the opportunity for professional
growth. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 S. Benton, KY 42025.
E0E/AAE

Notice

Notice

'The Personal-Touch Hair Salon
(by Joyce)
Joyce Garland Glover
Owner
Open 8-5 Mon., Tue., Thurs., Fri.; Sat. til 2 p.m
-15H Southside Shopping Ctr. • Murray, KY 42071
(Next to Golf Mart)

(270) 753-5042
060

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

A-1 House Cleaning Call
Linda 759-9553
EXPERIENCED
Will
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters
floors, windows, etc
Valerie 436-5914

100
Business
Opportunity

Help Wanted

NURSES Aid prefer CNA
but will train we need a
flexible dependable person If you would enjoy
PEACHES nectarines.to- working with the elderly in
matoes and vegetables a pleasant environment
please apply in person No
623-8312
phone calls please Fern
Terrace Lodge 1505 Stadi060
um View Dr in Murray
Help Wanted

_1

Green Acres Health Care is currently hiring for Ow
following positions:
6A-2P Full Time
2P-10P Full Time
6P-6A Weekend Position Work 12 hrs. get pd. for 16 hrs
2P-10P Full Time
10P-6A Full Time

All full time positions receive health, dental, vision
and life insurance. 401K. 2 wk. pd. vacation, pd.
holidays. personal days and shift differentials.
Anyone interested in joining the Green Acres team
can apply in person.
402 West Farthing St.
Mayfield, KY 42066

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
2 1 7 S 12th St.. Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

FULL TIME POSITION FOR
EXPERIENCED COOK
Afternoon Shift 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
*Competitive Salary
*ESOP
•401K

•Health Insurance
*Paid Vacation
•Sick Days

Hickory Woods

Apply In
Person
Retirement Center
84 Utterback Rd.
An Assisted Living Residence
Murray, KY

IHE BULL PEN
Steaks and Spirits
Est. 2001
NOW HIRING
Managers, Servers and Kitchen help.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
\-1 Monday thru Friday, 2-4 p.m.
PT • OT • ST
COTA • PTA
PHARMACISTS
*Highest Pay Rates
*Local Assignments
•FT/PT/PRN
Call Today
1-866-397-5741

Medical Staffing
Solutions
SPORTMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
Hwy 68 at Jonathan
Creek, needs outside
maintenance man, good
health, retirees welcomemowing, weed eating, pool
maintenance,willing to
work every other weekend
and Holidays as scheduled Call for appointment
270/354-6568. Monday
thru Friday only 900 to
4:00 p.m
WENDY'S
Now accepting applications for Managers &
Assistant Managers
Competitive pay &
benefit package
APPLY IN PERSON AT
WENDY'S
1111 CHESNUT ST
MURRAY, KY 42071
SPEAK TO MELISSA
OR CALL 759-4695

VENDING attendant hour
3-9 30pm application available @ Lambert Vending
411 N 4th St in Murray
Mail applications to 625 S
4th St in Paducah KY
42003
OPENING new store soon
Manager position Computer skills a must, also
must past drug test and
litre& check Please email
your resume to
cashexpressd4 hotma 11 c
om or faxed to 731-6461611 Please specify applying for Murray location
DRIVER/OWNER operators, No hassle driving No
up front money, no loading
or unloading, no forced NE
or Canada Fleets welcome $1,500 sign on bonus $500 upon 1st dispatch (limited time only)
Earn up to 82 cpm, all
miles 1 yr OTR exp.. 23
years old Class A CDL
w/HazMat req Stop worrying about your future, sign
on today', 1-800-8480405, PTL, Company driv
ers welcome 1 yr OTR

reo.

MAIM
self% Hie Classifieds.
.JEDGEROs I I NI I •
(270) 753,1916

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

•

fliWJ 0 ItabpteL

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 1007 of
the Deductibles'

Limousines & Vans
304 Maio St. '
' Murray, KY 42071
' t2701759-5000

aailfiatik. _Na
- - __ _
...—
t

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

1-888-FOR MRJS
I AM-367-6757

Al] Occasion Transportation • Airport Service . Certified Drivers

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $840 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Paducahs hottest new restaurant: NICK'S Family
Sports Pub of Paducah is
expanding to
Murray
Looking for operating partners, investors, or licensed
owner. Call (270) 8322252.

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Waste
Disposal

LOCAL RIDE

Computers

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technicia•
On site service.
759.3556

Mayfield
$25

$2.00

All Types of Refuse Service

with this ad

14300•5856033
Brumna Doran
Owner/Driver Trainee

120

Call Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens

Bri-1 (eabK,

at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
160
Home Furnishings

140

020

020

CLASSY Cuts in the Olympic Plaza is looking for hair
stylist, spa Tech's and
Massage Therapists. No
clientele necessary. call
Cindy @ 753-0542 or 4362166:

VISA

Domestic & Childcare

Help Wanted

NOTICE

CNA

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

010

LPN/RN

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Nowt

ADJUSTMENTS

Nashville

753

Apartments For Rent

.

595

Houses For Rent

Real Estate

1628 Olive Street, 2BR
$400/ mo + deposit, 1 yr
lease, no pets Walk to
MSU 436-5085 and 5595943

FOR your estate settlement contract
Complete Auction Service
Roger Stubblefield- Auctioneer (270) 527-2931
Wayne Wilson- Broker
(270) 753-5086
Diana Stubblefield- Associate (270) 527-2931

Want to Buy
MAROON
Sectional 1 OR 2br apts near down
Leather Couch and Otto town Murray starting at
man (new$950) will sell to $200/mo 753-4109
$400. Blue, Gold, and
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
cream stripped, 3 pillowed
Apply at Mut-Cal Apts
sofa $250.00. Two blue
902 Northwood Dr
velour chairs to match
Monday,
ELECTRIC
heaters, air (150.00 for
both) Teal reWednesday, Friday.
conditioners, used carpet- cliner with
very small
Phone 759-4984
ing, refrigerators and
stripes $75 00, dining
Equal Housing
stoves. 753-4109
room suite, 6 chairs and
Opportunity
LEATHER or Naugahyde large hutch with light for
TDD #1-800-648-6056
lift chair. 753-8059 or 753- display $400.00 call 7531br apartment, furnished
1356 after 4:00pm
4445
and all utilities paid. $285.
SOFA 2 swivel rockers, month plus deposit. Near
150
bedroom
suite, downtown Available June
Articles
mattres/box springs, oak 27th tn rent call 293-1463
For Sale
dining table w/6 chairs, 1BR apt available, all apoak
dining table w/4 pliances furnished MurFURNITURE for sale:
chairs,
recliner
sofa cal Realty 751-4444
474-2540
w/matching reclining love 2 BR carport, patio, W/D
seat, end tables and cof- hookup, $345 month no
CALLOWAY County Pictofee tables. 270-435-4021 pets 753-6931 or 559rial History Great Idea for
after 5pm
3070
Reunions Call 753-7870
SOFA, two end tables, en- 2BR Apartment 908 HillCLEANING house- For tertainment center, practi- wood $350., 2br Duplex
sale- Turtleback trunk, cally new microwave, oak 300 Valleywood $395.
VCR, Chest of drawers, table with 4 cushioned 759-4406
BBQ grill. All old, all chairs, two t.v./microwave 2BR Apt. some utilities
tables G.E. washer & dry- paid. W/D available. No
cheap. Call 759-9215
er, pictures, etc. Call 436- pets (270) 767-9037
FOR Sale 2 spaces in
2414. Leave message.
2BR NEAR MSU
Murray Memorial Gardens,
180
Coleman
RE 759-4118
right up front by the bible
Lawn & Garden
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
If interested call for particColeman RE 759-4118
ulars 1-815-886-7941
16 Horse Diesel 50" Kubo
3 nice Apartment for rent
LOCAL Network Channels ta Lawn tractor. 489-2989
753-5731
If you have a Dish Network
220
4br, Diuguid Drive Colesatellite system & want to
man RE 759-4118
Musical
receive your local PaduDUPLEX 3 BR, 2 full
cah. Harrisburg & Cape
baths Newly remodeled
Girardeau channels, call PIANO for sale beautifu
Clean oven, refrigerator,
console
excellent
condition
us for an upgrade. Call
dishwasher, W&D hook759-0901 or 877-726- $0 down assume low payup 753-4342 or 435-4707
ments
see
locally
1-8004077.
$525/mo Deposit & refer437-9757
ences required No pets
MOVING Sale Murray 18
ft Terry Camper, 1892
FORREST View ApartMobile Homes For Sale
Player Piano, All Large
ments 1213 N 16th St
Furniture (270) 748-5628
1992 Clayton. 14x60, 2 now ac,:epting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
NASCAR 2 tickets for BR, 1 bath, Appliances.
C/H/A,
8,000 or best offer. rent $345/ month Call
brickyard 400 August 3,
753-1970 Leave Mes2003 E stand, turn 1 Sell Located in park, can stay
sage Equal Housing Opor
be
moved.
Clean,
well
for face value. $85 each
ortiinity
maintained, 759-8493
753-3230
NICE 2 Bedroom Duplex
PADUCAH Locals Now 1996 16X80 Mid America. with Carport 1821 Ridge3br, 2ba, Must be moved,
Available on Dish Network
wood 753-7457 or 436Two room satellites sys- $14500 436-6291
6357
tem free, installed free. 93" Buccaneer 3 bedroom
NICE 2br furnished apt
America's Top 100 chan- 2 bath 16x80. Recently reC/H/A Close to MSU
modeled
excellent
condinels, 8 HBO & '5 Cinemax
Coleman RE 759-4118
free for 3 months, Call tion. $10.899 753-7901
759-0901 or 877-726- 95 16x65 2BR, 2BA, like
RED OAKS APTS.
new in town w/front porch
4077 for all the details.
Special
and awning $22,000. 753TOP soil we will load For 9601
$100 Deposit
sale 86 model Honda Ac- CLAYTON Mobile
1BR From $280
Home,
cord 753-9274
28R From $325
3BR, 2 Bath For more inCall Today!
TREATED wooden picnic formation call 753-0980 af753-8668.
tables 7 ft $90 deliver 436- ter 5.00 m
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

6173
USED couch and kitchen
table and chairs ca117531499
160
Home Furnishings
1950'S Bedroom Suite
(Bed, Chest Dresser, Mattress and Springs) $200

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 bedroom 2 bath 753
6012
NICE 2 BR Mobile home
for rent or sale no pets
753-9866
Apartments For Rent

Good Com:Idiom
753-7133
LA-Z-BOY recliners (2),
brown leather, new, never
been used $650 each call
753-9339 after 4 30pm

1 Bedroom apartments, al
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118
1 BR clean nice, quiet
area 753-8588

2 bedroom attached garage w/breezeway no inside pets central H/A, Refrig. stove & dishwasher,
w/d hookup, $550/month
94 west just out of town
phone 753-9212 or 7533q92
2 br brick appliances and
water furnished call after
500pm 751-0728
3BR. 1 bath, no pets 5
miles north of Murray.
759-4826
FOR Rent 4 bedroom
house great location in
town.
$600/month,
$600/deposit. Call 7531474 after 6.00 pm
ONE bedroom, kitchen, living room, bath, central air.
near Aurora. No pets,
$250 plus utilities. 354-

6040
QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease. Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
VERY nice 3 BR/2 BA,
C/H/A (gas). stove, refrig,
D/VV, Ceiling fans, W/D
hookup, no pets. Lease.
References. $525 plus deposit 753-1059
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE-

$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

G&C
STORAGE arid
PROPANE
113 E. Main

(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F

INVESTMENT Property,
Houses and Apartments
753-4109
440
Lots For Sale
1 -ACRE lot in restricted
Wiswell Manor, Southwest
of Murray Level and ready
to build on $15,000.
753-8563.
PRIME lot on 14th fairway
Murray
Country
Club
$52,000 Call 753-1624 after 5 m
THREE lots in Sherwood
Forest
Two
Lots
100x200' each and one lot
130'x140' 753-4882
460
Homes For Sale
3BR 2 Bath, 1,800 sq ft
Inside tile, granite marble,
hardwood Brick/Stone exterior. Priced to sell Owners relocating. Call after
5P.M. 753-4342 or 3390787
3BR, 24 Bath located in
Preston Heights, For more
information call 753-0980
after 5:00 p.m.
'627 Wiswell Rd Extra nice
3BR/2 BA brick home with
curb appeal in a wonderful
area of Murray Wooden
privacy fence, large kitchen, storage bldg. one car
garage and fireplace
Newly decorated and nicely
landscaped
http //home devsource net/mike/ or call
753-2930 for appointment.
BRICK House for sale'
3BR 2 Bath. Large laundry
room, open kitchen/living
room area, 1300 sq ft.
Large front yard, detached
garage. 1/4 acre lot in quiet neighborhood $65,000.
489-6266
CLEAN nice, 2 br. secluded country home New decor Many huge trees Lynn
Grove area. 270-3822197.

Pets & Supplies

FOR sale by owner 2
VERY nice Duplex. Quiet AKC Registered Miniature Bedroom, 1 1/2 acre land.
neighborhood, 2 Bedroom, Dachshunds Red/Red ap- heated workshop & 24x36
2 Bath, all appliances, no ple 8 wks old $250 call shed Paris Landing area
pets
(731) 644-3889
Lease, Deposit 435-4656
$475 00 Call 436-5927
HOUSE & 5 Acres in AlDOG Obedience
mo Built in 98" 2 BDR. 1
Master Trainer
VERY roomy 2 BR all ap8TH $83,500 Call after 3
436 2858
pm (270)767-0807
pliances. Large storage
room off patio, convenient,
190
485
quiet location 759-5885
Livestock & Supplies
Sport Utility Vehicles
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage, appliances
furnished, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905

i

HORSE pasture for rent,
barn and water available
Fenced, & cross fenced, 2
mi south of Sedalia on 97
Call (270) 328-8573

1993 Toyota 4-runner,
loaded, all power. factory
CD/cassette, high mileage
$5,200 761-1175

•1988
Chevrolet
Beretta.med red, 4 cylinder. 83,000 original miles.
one owner $1,000 7533965
•1967 Ford Fairlane, 4door, blue, 289 motor,
92,000 original miles
$1,200 753-3965
1991 BMW 318is white
with sunroof- $3,200 OBO
Call 753-3903 or 7670848

1986 Success 17ft open
bow, white, blue int looks
good, runs like new Very
low hrs $4,700 492-6132

1995 &Pettey 2011 pontoon
75hp mercury trailer & trolling motor excellent $7,500
Troy built Shp tiller excellent WO 270-436-5454
2000 Triton SF19. Fish-nski w/2001 200HP Mercury
Motor Fish Finder, bimi
1999 White Mercury Mysti- top, Excel Pro Charging
que 4 Door. 54.900 miles, system, Live well, cas$7,400 OBO 1997 Red sette/radio, 12/24 volt trolNissan Van Quest, 89,000 ling motor, ski pole, remiles. $8000 OBO 767- movable fishing chairs with
9865
pedestals and much more
TEAL green 91 Chevy Ca- burgundy/white, limited
maro RS, V8 305 $1,500 hours $22.000 436-6119
obo 753-0298
500

I

Services Offered
I

A AFFORDABLE HAUL1997 Jeep Cherokee Lim- ING, cleaning out garages.
ited edition 1991 Starcraft gutters. Junk, tree work
436-5141
boat $3500 435-4737
A-1
2000 Ford F-150 XL ext
Affordable gutter cleaning
Cab V-8, Auto, air 68,000
436-2867
miles Sharp truck $9,800
HAULAFFORDABLE
A-1
759-1457
ING cleaning out garage,
87
Suburban gutters. Junk & tree work
Chevy
$1,000 489-2989
436-2867.
94' S-10 Chevy Truck teal
A-1 Tree Service
green with bed liner and
Stump Removal
rails. New tires and battery
492-8737,
24XXX miles. Excellent
437-3044
condition $6,000 firm Call
Free Estimates
437-4669.

97 1/2 ton Silverado ext.
cab $6,500 (731) 6410591
MUST Selff II 99 Black
Dodge Dakota SLY dub
cab. 318 V8, 4WD, ABS,
power locks and windows,
aluminum wheels 2932398
510

A-Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
*Driveways
"Parking lots
"Commercial
*Residential
*Industrial
•Hot-melt crack sealing

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

Campers

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
1996 Dutchmen pop-up Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
camper, loft box with NC, Garages. Pole Barns, Metstove, sink, Fridge, Awin- al ,:t3uildings, Fencing.
ing sleeps 6 Great shape Quality Workmanship.
$3500 obo day 270-753- Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.
0274 eve 270-753-0992
Boats & Motors
1972 Houseboat, 13X40
sleeps 6, 318 Chrysle
$7,500.00, will trade to
travel trailer. OBO. 436
2058.
1995 Tiger Shark 900 3
seater, great condition
$2,600 (270) 619-5847

AFFORDABLE JOE'S
Mower repair,
Pickup/delivery
Work guaranteed
436-2867
BILL'S Upholstery/
Awnings Plus
Automotive, Marine,
Carports, Custom Built
Canvas Awnings
753-8085
25 Years Experience

ALL CARPENTRY
Homes, add on S.
garages
pole barns decks,
vinyl siding
Home & Mobile Home
repair
Water damageLarry Nimmu
753-9372
753-0353
ASPHALT Paving
Seal Coating
striping & hauling
Mitchell Bros Paving
759-0501
753-1537
435-4628

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal
Services

,

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick "All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
"We Use Hot Water "Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113

aseco
tio Inc.

Lamb

DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service
*Lawn Establishment
*Tractor Tilling
*Fertilizing "Mowing
*Aerating *Mulching
•Bushhogging
"Grader Blade Work
Free estimates
Bob Wallace
753-6491

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Custom Remodeling, Additions
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Quality References Available

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at $12,500

Wiggins Furniture

Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

270-753-2555

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

800-611-6854

Cash, Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

ree Service

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
"Bush Hogging*Tilling.
(270)436-5277.

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159

CONTRACTING
994-0388

767-9036

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

- Full Line of Equiptnent 41P:•

CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways,
Sidewalks, Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
24 Years of Experience
270-759-1953

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy WI
(270)436-2113
CLAY'S Mowing
Mulching & More
Days 871-7340
Nights 762-0040

Tom(VANCE

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

David Borders

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE •VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

Murray Overhead Doors
kVA

08 767-0035
icingillt Year Family's Neea4

WINDSOR
DOOR
DEALER

F

oe o;acni
Wane*

PIP MEIN

Ui

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personatly install for you?

a.
cc
•
0

WE DO!
8 Visit
Our Showroom Today
0
E 7p4Fr!nce,
4 1?2:7
Over 37

Services Offered

Services Offered

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
556-9590

HYDRO CLEAN
Pressure Washing
Exterior Cleaning
Vinyl, Brick. Decks,
Driveways, roofs & More
Free Estimates
Stephen Alexander
270-527-7595

CARPET & FLOOR COVERING

Free Estimates

(270)492-8899

630
Services Offered

530

HAULING
Cleaning out garages.
sheds carport atics.
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Quick & Reliable Service

odeling
ofing

HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons

Also top soil and gravel

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

New Installation
and Service Repair

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured. 489-2839.

AHART 8t CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets "Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
"Quick Drying

JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul almost any.753-5827
thing, from Attics to Barns
& Yard Waste, odd jobs,
Discounts LYNN Grove Grass Master
Senior
Commercial & Residential
(270)489-2583
Free Estimates.
LAWNS mowed
Call Chance. (270) 293Call 489-2989
1158 or (270) 435-4318
WINDOWS CLeaned
20°. off spring special
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Limited bookings available
Pick Up & Deliver
Cell 4 556-4072
753-5668.

Services Offered

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

Ha. KV

Hwy 64' ' "2 Noes Soot') co Ikray tO TOM Trpa Road Rgno 1500 yards.
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD •CARPET

Services Offered

Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

nollnk.

TROTTER'S Wood Shop
& Home Repair We build
refinish, repair and make
custom items 753-0249
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters. 7532592

•ClOOM•EIVH • ANI

530
SIWOCIN. Offered

Used Cars

Used Trucks
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Yard
Sale
HUGE
YARD SALE
July 1 thru 14th
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Daily
121 S. to Mt.
Carmel Church, go
left, follow signs to
61 Gardner on left.
Lots of misc.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, July
1,2003:
Making money comes naturally this year,
but so does spending it. Ouch!
Remember the old saying, "Make sure
the check is in the bank before you spend
it You could revamp work so your daily
life functions better for you. Be willing
to adapt to bosses' and others' needs. Go
back to school, or perhaps do some traveling. If you are single, you have a lot to
offer, and others see you as very desirable. You will have your pick of potential
suitors. If you are attached, plan a special
trip together. Work toward a common
goal. These activities will bring you
much closer. LEO helps you make
money.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
SHERRY McCLAIN/MSU photo

SHERRY McCLAIN/MSU photo

UNIVERSITY HONOR...Dr. Don Robertson, vice president for
student affairs at Murray State University, presents Jane
Hall, former faculty head of Springer-Franklin residential college, the Kern Alexander Book Award at the university's
annual Honors Day program. It was awarded to Hall for her
contribution to the growth and development of the residential college system since its implementation at Murray State
in 1994.

UNIVERSITY HONOR...Dr. Stephen Cobb, chair of the
department of physics and engineering at Murray State
University, is pictured with William Edwards, left, of Hazel.
Edwards was presented the Sigma Pi Sigma Outstanding
Senior Award at the university's Honors Day program.
Edwards is the son of Keith Edwards and Debbra Puckett,
both of Murray. A May 2003 graduate. Edwards majored in
engineering physics at Murray State.

Providing Specialized Care
for Adults with
Alzheimer's Disease
and
Related Disorders

WELLINGTON PAR('
www.wellingtonparc.com

4747Alben Barkley Drive
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
(270)534-0620
Call Us. We Can Help.
Written information relating to thisfacility's
services and policies is available upon request.

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
***** Be playful and dance through

responsibility nght now for what is going
on. Consider how you could have
changed directions. Tonight: Get a good
night's sleep.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Meetings and friends prove
to be your strong suit. Gather with others. Push comes to shove if you try to
cover all your bases. Expend an extra
effort to clear out as much as possible.
Pace yourself, focus and concentrate.
Tonight: Where the action is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** ** Take your bows. Others
encourage your creativity, especially
within a work-related matter. Examine
your finances with an eye to updating
your budget. Do your needed homework.
Go behind the scenes. Find experts.
Tonight: A must show.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Read between the lines when
dealing with those around you. You
might care a lot more than you realize
about a family member who seems to
have an unusual ability to hurt your feelings. Talk rather than react. Let this person know how he or she affects you.
Tonight: Try a new restaurant.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others come toward you.
You know much more of what you want
than you realize. Start talking. A partner
or associate does an excellent job of
echoing what you say. Together you
make quite a team. Tonight: Show your
appreciation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others reach out — be it at
work or play. You understand much more
than you realize about a money matter
involving work andfor your daily life.
Start exchanging ideas. You could be
delighted by what comes up. Tonight:
Sort through your invitations.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
*** Take your time making a decision. Not everyone has to agree or sec
eye to eye with you. You could be quite
forceful when expressing yourself. Add
that touch of creativity, and you've got
bingo. Others think highly of your work.
Tonight: Put your feel up. Get some extra
R and R.

McConnell
steps up role 4
in war-torn
Asian country

a change. You might absorb information
and see a situation differently after
brainstorming. Use your intuition, and
express your centered view. Your family
and security take higher priorities.
Tonight: Still ever playful.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Base your actions on your family
and long-term desires. The unexpected
occurs with a special friend and/or in a
meeting. You might want to talk with
others in order to get a new impression.
Check out an investment. Tonight: Put
your feet up.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
***** Ask the right question, and
you'll get the right answer — as surprising as it might be. Others easily respond
to you, especially as you have a charming manner and approach. Understand

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Sen. Mitch McConnell
has for over a decade taken an active
role in pushing for democracy in the
Asian country of Myanmar.
to
McConnell tried
visit
Myanmar — the former Burma —
while traveling the continent in
1999, but the country's ruling military junta denied him a visa.
"They know my name, " said
McConnell. R-Ky., who wanted to
talk to the leader of the pro-democracy opposition. Myanmar, which is
sandwiched in between India and
China, has been under military rule
since 19g8.
On June II. the Senate overwhelmingly passed a package of
economic
against
sanctions
Myanmar,
co-sponsored
by
McConnell and Sen. Dianne
Feinstein. D-Calif. They have asked
the House to do the same.

that bosses know how to push your buttons. 'Whether or not you react is your
call. Tonight: Out and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You've probably said enough.
Stop and do much needed reseaich, and
you'll get the correct answers. You need
to settle down and figure out what is BORN TODAY
going on here. Investigate your options Princess Diana (1961)
— be it a vacation or a new job. Tonight:
Treat yourself to something new.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** The sun beams you into a
position of power You know your priorities. Timing encourages you to work
FREEDOM FEST
with them An associate might be more
T-SHIRTS
willing to pave your way than he or she
has been in a while. Tonight: Whatever
$10.00
makes the big Lion purr.
VIRGO (Aug. 21-Sept. 22)
Can be purchased at the
*** You can fuss as much as you
commission offices or at
want, but you might not be able to
change your direction Pull back and
various Freedom Fes) events.
consider that you might need to take

NOW ON SALE
each

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Three weeks
ago, I began experiencing spells of
visual distortion and lightheadedness
lasting two or three minutes. My doctor diagnosed allergic rhinitis. Is he
on the right track?
DEAR READER: Allergic rhinitis, a
runny nose from allergies, does not
ordinarily cause the symptoms you
describe. Therefore, I believe that
your doctor should return to square
one and reassess your peculiar sensations.
Your symptoms are consistent with
mini-strokes, migraine, minor
seizures and other conditions, including reaction to any medication you
might be taking for allergies. In my
opinion, you need a brain wave test
(EEG) to check for seizures, a carotid
ultrasound (to search for diminished
arterial circulation to your brain),
blood tests for anemia and diabetes,
an MRI of your brain (to discover evidence of central nervous system disease), and a possible consultation
with a neurologist.
I am certain that if your physician
takes a more aggressive approach,
the cause of your symptoms will
become clear.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had a C-section
two years ago. Despite daily sit-ups

FREEDOM FIST
2003 1107111/T/ES
THURS.,JULY 3RD
ROTARY-NI AX HURT
MEMORIAL GOLF
TOURNAMENT
1:00 p.m.
Murray Country Club
FROGGY 103/WILLIE
COUNTRY
MUSIC CONCERT
7:00 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Don'tforget your
Freedom Fest 1-shirts
for only $10.
They can he purchased at
variottSfreedom fest events.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

and abdominal exercises, my stomach
still protrudes incredibly far. Nothing
seems to have improved my look of a
six-month's-pregnant woman.
DEAR READER: Although a
Caesarian section can occasionally
weaken the abdominal muscles, pregnancy itself will often stretch these
muscles so greatly that they fail to
spring back to their normal tension
after delivery, leading to a sagging
abdominal wall. Therefore, I don't
believe that the C-section you had is
necessarily playing an important role.
Nonetheless, you should ask your
obstetrician about this. Perhaps your
exercise program needs to be modified — or, as in some cases, surgery to
remove the stretched tissue may be
necessary.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a hiatal
hernia with reflux. Could my symptoms be cured by biofeedback?
DEAR READER: No. Biofeedback
is a technique by which people can be
taught to control certain symptoms by
focusing their attention through mental concentration.
While biofeedback is especially useful in helping patients give up certain
unhealthful habits (such as smoking),
it will not reduce the symptoms of
reflux: gas, distension and heartburn.
Your problem is a physical one (a
weakness of the muscle-band that
joins the stomach to the esophagus).
Because of this weakness, irritating
gastric juices can backwash up into
the esophagus, causing pain and flatulence.
In my experience, antacids (to neutralize the acid in gastric juices) or
medication (such as Nexium, Prilosec
and others) that curtail the production of acid are very effective. Ask
your doctor about this.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Hiatal Hernia." Other readers who would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
mention the title.

DEAR ABBY: For the past two
years, I've been dating "Victor," a guy
I'd been carrying a torch for since
high school. He's everything any
woman would want in a man. We're
both 30 and neither of us had been
married before. Vic moved in with
me, and we plan on being married
next year. I had never been so happy.
Five months ago my world fell
apart. I received a phone call from a
19-year-old girl who claimed she is
two months pregnant with Vic's
twins. I was seven months pregnant
at the time. (I've since had a
healthy baby boy.)
Vic was at work when the call
came in, and when he got home I
calmly questioned him about this
girl and her "news." He admitted
everything. He said he'd been seeing
her for a year and a half. I was
shocked. I thought I couldn't be more
depressed — until Vic came home
last night and asked me if it would
be OK if he attended birthing classes
with this girl. I angrily told him to go
right ahead — then later changed
my mind and flat-out refused.
Abby, I am confused and beyond
hurt. Please tell me how to handle
this. It's a nightmare that won't go
away. Keep in mind that we're supposed to be getting married —
although I'm leaning toward calling
off the wedding.
HURTING IN NEW ORLEANS

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray
Firefighter Steve Holland hanging
more flags on U.S. 641 South at
Sycamore Street in preparation for
the Fourth of July celebration.
Amanda Sue Ralph was crowned
Little Miss Freedom Fest in the 512 year division and Kailey Stone
was crowned Little Miss Freedom
Fest in the 0-4 division in the pageant held at Calloway County High
School.
Sally Crass is pictured with a 10
pound 2 ounce largemouth bass
caught while fishing with her husband, A.B. Crass.
20 years ago
Murray Electric System Supt.
Ron Underwood reports that 38
light fixtures were changed in the
downtown area to high pressure sodium fixtures on June 27. The system hopes to have all of the lights in
the city changed by January 1984.
The Murray High School Class
of 1923 met for its 60th anniversary
reunion luncheon on June 10 at the
Holiday Inn and later for a social
hour at the home of Marjorie and
Bill Major. This class was the first
to graduate in the present MHS
building.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perry will be
married 50 years July 2.
30 years ago
Perry T. Johnson has been appointed as a member of the Murray
Independent Board of Education to
fill the vacancy of Bethel Richardson who has resigned as he will be
moving out of the city limits.
An Antique Car Show, sponsored by Brass & Gas Chapter of

the marriage lasted less than a
year. If you have been married
long enough to open and use
the wedding gifts, then you
should keep them. However, if
they have not been used, are
still in their original boxes, and
the marriage didn't last more
than one year, offer to return
them to the givers.
*5*
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old
girl with great friends. Sometimes I
feel like I'm living the life of a college
student. I have physical relationships
with a lot of guys — as well as my
boyfriend. How can I get into a life
where I feel like I'm more my age?
ACTING OLDER IN SYRACUSE

DEAR ACTING OLDER: By
recognizing that you're uncomfortable living in the fast lane,
and writing to me, you have
already taken the first step.
It's a misconception to think
that all college students sleep
around. They don't. If the teens
in your circle of friends are
doing it, then it's time you meet
new people and channel your
energy into new activities —
sports, theater, art, dance,etc.
But first, you must confide in
an adult (ideally a parent) who
can schedule a doctor's appointment so you can be checked for
DEAR HURTING: Unless you, STDs and counseled about birth
your son, Vic, his girlfriend and control.
I admire you for wanting to
the twins plan to be one big,
happy family — call off the wed- change what has become a
ding. Not once in your letter did destructive pattern.
you indicate that your fiance
was sorry about what happened.
Abby is written by Abigail
In the meantime, there now VanDear
Buren, also known as Jeanne
will be three children to sup- Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
port. If you're smart, you'll talk Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
to a lawyer today to assure that www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Angeles, CA 90069.
the child you have with Vic will
receive child support. Please
don't wait. This man is untrustCONTRACT
worthy and does not appear to
be ready or willing to make a
lifetime commitment to you.
*5*
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 30, the
181st day of 2003. There are 184
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Forty years ago, on June 30,
1963, Pope Paul VI became the
262nd head of the Roman Catholic
Church.
On this date:
In 1906, the Pure Food and Drug
Act and the Meat Inspection Act became law.
In 1936, the novel "Gone with
the Wind" by Margaret Mitchell
was published in New York.
In 1952,"The Guiding Light." a
popular radio program, made its TV
debut on CBS.
In 1971, a Soviet space mission
ended in tragedy when three cosmonauts aboard "Soyuz 11" were
found dead inside their spacecraft
after it had returned to Earth.
In 1971, the 26th Amendment to
the Constitution, lowering the minimum voting age to 18, was ratified
as Ohio became the 38th state to approve it.
In 1994, the U.S. Figure Skating
Association stripped Tonya Harding
of the 1994 national championship
and banned her for life because of
the attack on rival Nancy Kerrigan.
Ten years ago: Actor George
"Spanky" McFarland of "Our
Gang" and "Little Rascals" fame
died in Grapevine, Texas, at age 64.
Five years ago: Linda Tripp,
whose tape-and-tell friendship with
Monica Lewinsky spurred a White
House crisis, spent six hours testifying before a grand jury in Washington.
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3 Mal — mer
4 Fixed-up
building
5 Legal offense
6 Movie alien
7 Contented
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8 Political ploy
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Johnny Daniel Parker were married
June 23 at First Christian Church,
Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. George Underhill, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hoke and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cunningham.
50 years ago
Max E. Hicks, 19, and Gene
Terry Robertson, 22, died from injuries sustained in a one-car accident at Coldwater on June 28 at
about 3 a.m. Both men were scheduled to enter the Armed Services
this week.
Murray Rotary Club has voted to
establish a $150 scholarship for a
local high school student who plans
to attend Murray State College.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Finegan.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Veteran Motor Car Club ut America, was held at the Howard Brandon residence in Murray on June
28.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Johnson and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard T.
Elzie, June 16; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wade Wilson, June 17; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cossey,
June 18;
40 years ago
Murray City Council named Galen Thurman Jr., to the Murray
Electric Plant Board; Wells Overbey and R.B. Parker to the Murray.
Board of Zoning Adjustment; and
Humphrey Key as the City Building
Official.
Mitzi Lermonde Ellis and

West led a spade in response to his
DEAR ABBY: When getting an North dealer.
lead-directing double.
partner's
annulment or divorce, what is the Both sides vulnerable.
The spade lead would seem to
NORTH
length of time you have to be
doom the slam, since it establishes a
4610 8 5 2
married before you may keep the
second winner for the defense before
Q8 2
VA
wedding gifts?
the ace of diamonds can be driven
•Q 7 6
NEEDS TO KNOW IN THE
out, and the opposing hearts are not
4
+A
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
divided 3-3. But declarer didn't
EAST
WEST
panic. He won the ace of spades and
9
J
Q
K
•
3
6
7
•
TO
KNOW:
DEAR NEEDS
seven clubs, keeping the ten
cashed
Assn
3
7
9
Enterprise
V10
Newspaper
J4
Copyrieht 20113
Cash gifts should be returned if
of spades and A-Q-8-2 of hearts in
•A 8 2
•J 10 9 5 4 3
dummy.
+82
+109
This left East in a hopeless posiSOUTH
tion. Unable to keep all four hearts,
#A 4
the high spade and the ace of diaK 65
monds, he elected to discard the dia•K
ANO NOT ONLv
TS IS HOW THE i-u5E5AND IN THE NOVEL
mond ace. South then cashed the dia3
5
6
7
J
Q
•K
THAT PE COMES
I'm READING KISSES 415 WIFE WHEN
mond king to make the slam, losing
bidding:
The
HOME FOR
HE CQMES
dummy's last heart at the end.
West
South
East
LLNCH,TOO/
North
Not to be outdone, in the other
Pass
2+
Pass
1•
semifinal match between Brazil and
Pass
4+
Pass
2•
Poland, the Polish declarer wound up
6+
Dble
4•
at the same‘ontract — and made all
Opening lead — seven of spades.
The outcome of most deals 13 tricks!
At this table, due to the vagaries
depends on a combination of luck
of the Polish bidding system, North.
and skill. Sometimes the two come in
became declarer at six clubs, and
equal measures, but on other occaEast led the king of spades. After
sions one factor far outweighs the
dummy's ace, declarer also
taking
1991
other. In this deal from the
ran seven clubs, but here East could
World Team Championship, luck
not see the ten of spades in declarer's
played a much greater role, but a cerhand and decided to hold four hearts
tain degree of skill was required to
y WE'VE WAITED ALL YEAR
?
and the ace of diamonds. When
take advantage of it.
TO SPEND SOME Ou ALVIN
North next cashed the spade ten, East
The bidding shown took place in
TIME v.HTH THEM WE
not guard both diamonds and
could
Iceland
the semifinal match between
CAN'T LEAVE THEM BEHIND.
hearts, and declarer scored the rest of
Sweden. The Icelandic Northand
GET TO KNOW -NI
the tricks.
clubs, and
"THEM NOW! THE") South pair reached six
Tomorrow: The end justifies the means.
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drawing
16 British titles
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23 Author
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24 Not me
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28 Made do with
29 Trust
31 Journey
34 Go to — for
35 Isn't flat
37 Coat rack
40 Pitcher
43 Orlando
attraction
45 Subscribe
again
46 Put one's
two cents in
48 Ancient Briton
51 Slight
advantage
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53 Dawber
or Shnver
54 Ms Hagen
of films
56 Cairo loc
59 French article
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Weekend Festivities
Celebration

1776

1776

its

1776

1776
-%

Clockwise from top left, Tung Dinh lets his kicks; Mayfield's Matthew Shultz hangs onto the
Velcro wall; Brent Mininger from Lynnville loads up his ice cream maker; Jenny Lynn sings
out strong. auctioneer Dan Farris takes a bid at the antique show's chair auction; the First
Baptist Church choir sings a patriotic number; Haley Smothers of Gleason. Tenn., enjoys a
rabbit at the petting zoo; swinging Saturday; listening to Steve the Storyteller; Brian Wilhelm
runs against the bungee cord; Tosha, a Japanese Spitz, is one patriotic pooch; and Alayna
Dolack of Murray trots around on a horse.
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